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Work Study Fund Runs Dry
BY RICK ZEDNIK
Business Manager

Spring is making a slow entrance to Trinity's
campus this year, but indefatigable students
refused to let Old Man Winter's last chills keep
them from America's favorite pastime.

SUZANNE FAU.ENDER

On Tuesday, March 24, the
Office of Financial Aid sent a
memo to student employers on
campus informing them "we
have exhausted our College
Work Study (CWS) allocation for
1991-92."
Trinity's $201,000 fund
had run out, effective March 29,
forcing over 90 campus departments to reexamine their expenditures for the remaining three
months of the fiscal year and
consider cutting expendable services.
The fund pays 70 percent
of the wages earned by workstudy students and employers
pay the remaining 30 percent.
For example, the Financial Aid
Office's 1991-92 student help
budget of $1,900 accounts for 30
percent of the $6,300 their student employees are paid.
Why the shortfall? According to Alan Sauer, Trinity's

New Budget Hans Released
BYTOHNH. GRAZIADEI
News Writer

single biggest source of revenue
for the college at almost thirty
million dollars.
,.•••••,••
At their meeting on March
After that, the Endow21, the College's Board of Trust- ment and Gift sources combined
ees approved an outline for the add up to approximately ten
1992-93 operating budget. The million dollars. "This helps to
new budget, which rests at $55, keep the necessary tuition/fee
324,540, represents a 6.1% in- increase as low as possible, a
goal which Budget Director Alan
crease over that of last year.
Next year^ students will Sauer stressed in the summary
be expected to pay a tuition fee he released with the new budof $22,780, (excluding the "Stu- get.
dent Activities Fee"), which is •
Sauer indicated to the Trian increase of $1,220. This is a pod that Student Financial Aid,
5.7% increase, and remains the which will be allotted 8.5 mil-

lion dollars next year, is being
increased by 13.6%. The Directorimaintains proudly that this
"contiriues to be the fastest
growing segment of Trinity's
Budget."
Also rising, although not
quite as fast, are employee salaries and benefits, which are being increased by a small 3.5%.
This, however, constitutes the
single largest category in the
please turn to page 6

Budget Director, "in years past,
this has happened, just not this
early." Director of Financial Aid
Anne Zartarian added, "the College has been able to cover expenses in the past. This year it is
more difficult, because of a tight
budget."
What is different about
this year? First of all, the federal
allocation dropped from
$206,000 in 1990-91 to $201,000
for this year. It is scheduled to
return to $206,000 for 1992-93.
Several other sources of
income have provided less than.
was projected when the Trustees approved the budget a year
ago, according to Ms. Zartarian.
For example, Trinity is reciving
no scholarship money from the
state of Massachusetts, which
usually can be counted on for
about $45,000.
Another is that many students usually find off-campus
employment. The recession has
made many of those off-campus
employers cutback, forcing students to find work on campus.
To employers, the memo
gave the following advice: "If it
is necessary for you to reduce
your student staff, please consider eliminating the non-CWS
students before the students
paid on CWS, as the latter are
more needy."
The campus employers
who carry the most students on
payroll are using various strategies to cut their spending, but
many cannot avoid directly impacting student workers.
Director of Campus Safety
BrianKelly saidhis department,

which employs "about 60 students," is "taking a more serious look at the usage of hours,
especially for the shuttle program."
Mr. Kelly said Campus
Safety is "shooting to save up to
60 hours" in wages, but he
added, "I don't think the efficiency of the suttle will be compromised. The shuttles have
been eliminated for the hour
from5:00p.m. to 6:00p.m., when
three drivers and two dispatchers had worked.
Mather Campus Center
has "about 100" student workers, according to Director Anne
Gushee. Of those, eleven were
affected when the decision was
made to cut the receptionist in
The Underground for study
hours from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m.
Mostof these students lost "minimal hours," but "one woman
lost more hours and will be
trained so that she might fill in
at the Front Desk."
Trinity Librarian Steve
Peterson, whose payroll includes "70 to 80 students at any
one time," said, "we will not
terminate any student employees." He described the library's
situation, which differs from
many other camp us employers,
because "we are open during
the summer." Implying that cuts
would not have an effect until
mid May, Dr. Peterson said,
"The net impact is for the five or
six weeks after commencement
until June 30", when the fiscal
year ends.
The Athletic Department
please turn to page 6

Fellows Propose. Ban
Parties
'6

BY JIM BARR
Opinion Editor

Trinity moved one step
closer to banning kegs this week.
Two meetings took place
in which the Board of Fellows
gathered student reaction to a
report that the Fellows submitted to the Trustees on March 20.
The report stated that "To enhance the current alcoholpolicy,
the following should be considered:" prohibiting the delivery
of alcohol to the Trinity Campus
for student events, and eliminating all kegs on campus. This
ban on kegs would include

events sponsored by fraternities,
student groups such as TCAC,
and private parties in dorms.
The report also recommended
the initiation of more alcohol
education and awareness programs.
The Board of Fellows is a
group of twelve alumni, six
elected by the alumni associations and six appointed by the
trustees. The group was charged
with studying the college's alcohol policy. In the report, the
Fellows expressed concern with
Trinity's decline in the U.S.
News Report college rankings.
please turn to page 6

SUZANNE FAILENDER
Frolicking Freshmen danced the night away at the Class of 1995's semi-formal
dance last Saturday night. Having particularly large amounts of fun are (1 to r) Paul
Wasserman '95, Peter Nigra '95, Josh Weinstein '95, and Duncan Banfield '95.

WHAT'S INSIDE THIS WEEK'S TRIPOD...
WORLD OUTLOOK:

FEATURES:

ARTS:

SPORTS:

See page 10 for an enlightening look
at morality and justice from Tom
Catlaw. Abstract explores student
empowerment at Trinity on page 10
as well. Look to page 11 for another
election update and the reasons why
Jay Wise now supports Brown.

Special guest Features Writer Eli Lake
adresses the timely issue of Christian
rock and roll music. See page 14. On
page 12, Cliff Fuller pens his Ode to
Spring. Also inside: "Simply Distinctive," a new cartoon by Christopher
Morea and Robert Baldwin. Page 13.

Poet Honor Moore will read from her
biography of Margarett Sargent on
Monday, April 13. See page 18. A
circus or a play? A review of last
weekend's Antigone appears on page
18. Karen Belevetz will perform her
senior thesis. Page 19.

Jim Thomforde threw a no-hitter
against Nichols College - striking out
15. This is the second no-hitter of his
career. Men's and Women's Lacrosse
are both off to great starts. See how it
all happened in Sports, starting on
the back page.
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Editorial
HE PHRASE "CLEVERLY MANIPULATED" has
recently been applied to faculty voting procedures, but never to the methods and means of policy
decision by the Student Government Association's intrepid Executive Board. Until now.
On March 16, one day before going to press, The
Tripod was told by the SGA's Financial Vice President that
their Steering Committee had decided to make candidate
petitions for Executive Member elections due on Monday,
April 6. The Tripod announced it as such, also noting that
elections would be held two weeks later, on Monday,
April 20.
This scheduling would have allowed The Tripod to
present detailed candidate profiles of all the candidates in
its April 14 issue. This would have also given the Tripod
staff a chance to investigate those profiles and then vote on
candidates for whom they wished to endorse.
But the deadline for candidate petitions was mysteriously changed to April 13 this past week, with no notice
given to The Tripod. This new date effectively prevented
The Tripod from detailing or endorsing candidates without changingitsusualMondayproductiondeadline. When
the newspaper contacted the Executive Board's president
and pointed out this discrepancy, the president held what
he called an "emergency meeting of the Steering CommitJ
tee."
Given the case made by The Tripod stating that deadlines for petitions should be pushed back to their original
April 6 date, so that the newspaper could present candidate profiles, the Steering Committee refused. Only one

TIMOTHY RICHMAN
SPORTS EDITOR
ELI LAKE
JAY WISE
WORLD OUTLOOK EDITORS

member voted to stick to April 6.
This whole scenario becomes even more interesting. Most readers will recall The Tripod's March 3 plan to
endorse candidates for the SG A Executive Board, which,
curiously enough, was met with a defensive letter by the
SGA's current Executive Board in the following issue.
Considering these past events, it should then come as no
surprise to anyone that nearly half the Steering Committee consists of the Executive Board!
When The Tripod published the deadline for petitions as April 6, for example, the newspaper was told that
at least four people went to the Student Life Resource
Center to obtain a petition. They were all turned away,
because the petitions had not even been created at that
time. These actions on the part of the current Executive
Board are shameful, and point to a shrewdly formed
monopoly on the entire election process.
The Trinity Tripod will not be foiled by this clever
manipulation, however, and will indeed make endorsements. The newspaper will therefore be published on
Wednesday, April 15, instead of its usual Tuesday run.
This will give Trinity students an opportunity to familiarize themselves with all the candidates who choose to run
for Executive Member slots.
One just hopes that the four would-be candidates
who were turned away will now each demand a petition
-with the knowledge that they have not been thwarted in
their attempts. And Trinity students will be able to read
The Tripod next Wednesday and actually know who is
running.
J. B. A.

day at seven p.m. The Tripod urges all to Unfortunately, a bit of Trinity hisattend.
tory has died with our old friend
Barney. Indeed, Barney the ATM
The Tripod is proud to an- Organ Recital
was named for Barney the Cocker
nounce that our very own Peter
Spaniel, owned by former Trinity
' Adams '95, photographer, Kksbeen
This Saturday at 7:00 p.m. Chris- College President James F. English,
awarded a Certificate of Merit in tina Fischer, a Senior majoring in music, Jr. Surely the new name of the
the annual Columbia Scholastic will give her Senior Recital on the Austin bank machine cannot match that
Press Association Contest. Mr.
of the old.
Organ in the Chapel. Ms. Fischer, who is
Adams was honored for a colleca student of College Organist John Rose,
tion of sports photography.
will perform works by such diverse com- In The News...
posers as Bach, Franck, Widor, and
Chuckle, Chuckle... Messiaen. All are invited to attend.
Funds for College Work
Study have run dry, forcing many
It was unfortunate that the Stepping Into The Future campus departments to reexamSophomore Class' party featuring
ine their expenditures for the reChucklehead and Those Melvins
The lucky residents of Jackson Hall maining three months of the year.
was so sparsely attended. Unwere treated to a new laundry room over Department heads may have to
doubtedly, the fact thatittookplace
Spring Break. The spotlessly refurbished consider cutting expendable serthe Thursday before Spring Break
room features a new floor and sixteen vices. For details of how this may
had something to do with small
new washers and dryers with digital effect your campus job, see the
number of people there. Yet,depite
readouts. The remodelled facility will story on page 1.
all this, the two bands put on a fine
doubtless draw students by the hundreds
concert and a great time was had
from all over campus to experience the
by all those brave souls who braved
Trinity may face a keg-free
laundry room of the future.
the empty dance floor of the Washfuture if an alumni group gets its
ington Room. The Tripod comway. In a report to the Trustees of
mends the sophomore class for Elections
the College dated March 20, the
putting on a great show.
Trinity Board of Fellows recomThe Tripod now reminds students mended that delivery of alcohol to
that
nomination
petitions for SGA of- the campus be prohibited. This
Sexual Assault
fices are due this Monday April 13 by 12 rule would apply to fraternity parnoon. To pick lip a petition, enquire ties, TC AC events and private parAwareness Week
within the Student Life Resource Center ties among others. Look on page 1
• This week Trinity will fea- (SLRC). SGA elections will take place for the complete story.
ture a number of discussions and the following Monday, April 20.
lectures on the issue of sexual assault as part of its annual obser- Bye Bye Barney...
Three graduating seniors
vance of Sexual Assualt Awarehave been selected to receive presness Week. The events are designed
tigious Watson Fellowships. Matt
to educate and inform both women
Students will notice that a new Burfeind, Clayton Hurd and Kimand men at Trinity about this im- Automated Teller Machine has been in- berly Mugford will receive $13,000
portant subject. The week's events stalled in Mather Hall. Its features in- each to conduct their studies. To
will be capped by the "Take Back clude a color high resolution CRT de- see where each of these lucky memThe Night" march which will be- signed to aid the customer in completing bers of the class of'92 is bound,
gin at the Koeppel Center on Fri- his or her transaction more expeditiously. see page 7.
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Campus Safety Officers Were Out Of Control

Recent Editorial Commended
By Swim Team Member
To the Editor:
I am writing to commend the editorial in March seventeenth's issue which
pointed out the unprofessional behavior
of the Campus Safety guards in dealing
with the Swim team party on Tuesday,
March 10. Recently, Security has stepped
over its reasonable limits in dealing with
certain situations.
The guards were just as out of control as the students involved, which resulted in their transgression of proper
behavior. The editorial points out that,
"there is absolutely no excuse for the
unprofessional behavior exhibited by
these guards," a statement I wholeheartedly agree with. As a witness to the
events that transpired, I find their action
contrary to their role on this college campus.
In light that The Tripod's adjoining
article left out a few crucial details, I
would like to clarify them. The guards
attempt to enter the room the first time
was at the back door to the "Eight man."
As any student can attest to, when there
is any music in the room, knocking at the
back door is futile; this applies to students as well as to security guards. Had
security gone to the main entrance, they
would have found it open, as people
were walking in and out all evening.
Another point that cannot be stressed
enough is that the female student, who
was violently pushed by a guard, had a
large bruise on her arm the next day, It
seems that Security took the fact that she
didn't file a formal complaint as an admittance that the event was unimportant.
,
, In light of this event, it should be
strongly reiterated, as Mr. Akasie says,
that the role of the security guards is for
the students' protection. This incident
shows an example where the exact opposite occurred. The guards involved (six

were needed for a noise complaint!)
handled the situation abusively and with
great disrespect. It was bad enough that
they accosted the one male student who
was out of hand, but when they aimed
their actions towards the women, they
transgressed all forms of decency. College students get a little rowdy at times,
and security is aware of this.
While there was a legitimate complaint (excessive noise), the action taken
to rectify it was blown way out of proportion. Security should be able to deal
with an incident such as this one with
little conflict. Obviously, they haven't
learned how to yet.
•How are the students to feel about
their personal security when we see this
type of harassment by the very people
who are supposed to protect us? I only
shudder to think what would have transpired had the guards been in the possession of the handcuffs the editorial refers
to. What message is security hoping to
relay with these instruments?
The last time I checked, this campus was not a police state, and I find it
totally unnecessary for them to even consider such measures. Given the maturity
level to that evening, I would conclude
that those involved were not ready for
them.
I applaud the student who apologized for his disruptive behavior, but
like the editorial notes, the next apology
should come from the security officers
involved. If not the campus as a whole,
at least they should apologize to the students involved. And this issue has yet to
be fully resolved. Are we to live in constant fear of our own security? If the
. events of this incident are indicative of
the way future ones will be handled, We
certainly should be.
Sincerely,
Jared VonArx '95

Students Lack Respect
For Campus Safety
Fire Department
To the Editor:

tect us. They stand between us and
those who would do us harm (or our
It seemed like any other night on cars, our facilities, etc.). Every month
Summit Street on that fateful night a they apprehend people with machetes,
few weeks ago. The wail of a siren from. pipes, and even guns. There was an
a passing fire truck was certainly not a incident recently where if the drug
new sound for a Wheaton resident, addict hadn't accidentally slipped on
though this time it was different.
some mud and jammed his gun, one of
Repeatedly I heard an air horn the campus safety officers would probover the noise of the siren, right outside ably have gotten shot.
my window which overlooks the infirThat'a no joke either. Yet we
mary driveway. Curious, I looked out treat campus safety officers like dirt.
the window to see a car in the middle of We look down our long noses at them
the street blocking the fire truck from UNTIL we need them - and then how
passing. A few drunk Trinity students happy we are to see them. If we did
staggered out of the car, all looking that to our friends we would find ourtowards the fire truck and laughing. selves very lonely.
Meanwhile, someone's house may be
If your best friend stopped your
burning down. Very funny.
car from getting stolen or pulled you
Reflecting upon this incident, I out of a fire, wouldn't you thank him
recalled how during my four years (and or her and sort of "owe them one?"
numerous fire alarms) at Trinity I had Yet we can't we do the same thing for
seen students shouting profanity to- people who dedicate their lives to it.
wards the firemen, spitting at them, Sure they are getting paid, but that
and even throwing things at them. They still doesn'tmean we should take their
come to save our life, ready to run into efforts for granted. Why can't we see
a flaming inferno to pull us out, only to that? Do we think that we are too
be greeted with jeers and callousness. elite? Do we think that we are from
Is this the reception they deserve? some higher socioeconomic strata, or
I think that anyone who risks their Ufe that a few years of education will make
for us (or has that intention) deserves us better people than they are?
both respect and appreciation. The
In conclusion, I think that we
same concept applies to Campus Safety. should treat our publicservants, espeI was appalled to learn that a student in cially our own campus safety, with the
a recent confrontation with campus respect and dignity that anyone who
safety officers was saying "I pay your protects us deserves. Maybe we could
salary." Wrong, Wedon'tpaycampus even show them.our. supportonce in a
safety officers' salaries - our parents ' w h i l e .
••••..'••.
'••
pay Trinity to give us the privilege of
coming here and the SCHOOL pays the
Sincerely,
campus safety officers' salaries - to proAndy Amrhein '92

"Late Nite" Crackdown Denies Students Freedom Of Choice
To the Editor:

the "real world" through the formulation of self-discipline that is attained
through the varied freedoms and choices
to which we as college students are exposed. Therefore, it should be ones
choice if he/she wishes to socialize during the late night hours. When a student
finishes his/her studies for the evening,
he/she should have the choice to go out

I am writing this letter in wake of
the administration' decision to ban all
"late nights," not because I feel the need
to party every night, but in a more general sense I see many problems with this
restriction.
In my estimation, the role of a college or university is to prepare one for
entrance into the "real world" through a
growing socialization process and the
de velopmen t of self-discipline. The transition from high school to college can be
characterized as a shift from rigorous
structure to the newfound freedoms of and socialize. Remember, this is not a
college life. Since my arrival four years boarding school, as adults we should
ago, Trinity College has taken many of have the opportunity to make our own
the social freedoms fromits student body choices regarding our social lives. If a
for the purpose of strengthening our aca- student lacks the self-discipline or addemic reputation.
equate maturation to allocate sufficient
In addition to the required minor . time to studies, then that student should
the class of 1992 is saddled with, the face the consequences.
administration also decided to ban midI think it is rather obvious that
week fraternity parties. These changes learning from one's mistakes is an intehave not achieved their initial goal, as gral part of one's development and tranour academic reputation has actually sition into adulthood. Therefore a studeclined if you give any credibility to the dent that does not allot sufficient time to
US News and World Report rankings. My his/her academic requirements, will exFreshman year we were in the top twenty, perience some sort of setback, such as
now we are in the "best of the rest" academic probation. This is the type of
category. Our academic reputation is a learning experience that one grows from,
separate issue upon which I do not wish the type of experiencejhat is essential to
to elaborate. These changes the adminis- one's development. I think it is safe to
tration levied were accepted, albeit with assume that everyone who is reading
reluctance.
this letter has done something in their
I do not see the banning of "late life that was deemed horrible at the time,
nights" as a constructive move by the but as they look back they realize how
hierarchy of this institution. As I have much the experience has helped their
mentioned earlier, the main function of a growth process. When I enter the "real
college is to prepare its student body for world" in August of 1992, can you imag-

ine my superior saying, "Rich, the rule in
our firm is no late night partying!" That
would be utterly ridiculous, yet Trinity
is espousing the same exact sentiments.
More realistically, it will be left up to me
to demonstrate the self-discipline and
maturity needed to adequately fulfill my
:
job requirements.
I feel I have attained these charac-

By taking our choices away from us, you are denying us
choices that lead to the further development of discipline,
maturity, and character.
teristics in college due in a large part to
trie freedom of choices to which I have
been exposed. Up until this point, I had
the choice to go out to a social gathering
if I had completed my work before the
so-called late night hours. I had to learn
to give proportionate time to my studies
in order to enjoy the social rewards of
college. By taking this choice away from
the students, you are hindering the de-

velopment of the very people you wish
to prepare for entrance into the rigors of
employment.
The availability of choices leads to
the formulation and enhancement of integral characteristics necessary for our
future endeavors. College is a time to
live and learn, therefore, if a student
unwisely gives a disproportionate
amount of time to social outlets/he/she
may have to pay the consequences. Is is
not better to learn this in college rather
than when we are earning a living or
supporting a family?
There are no second choices when
it comes to a job or a family, but one can
always rebound from academic probation with valuable lessons learned. By
taking our choices away from us, you are
denying us choices that lead to the further development of discipline, maturity, and character.
Sincerely,
Richard Getzoff '92

Should kegs be banned?
Write a letter to the Editor
Box 1310
A
• Deadline: 5 p.m. Friday
<?- >s v
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Gieenberg Breaks Silence, Criticizes McKee
To the Editor:
The fraternity issue has
been swirling around campus
for almost a year now, and as
chair of the faculty committee
on Fraternities and Sororities, I
have certainly come in for my
share of criticism.
I did not respond to those
criticisms in print because I believed that the debate should
not focus on students' opinions
of me as an individual, but on
the larger issue of the role of
fraternities. (In any case, since
so many faculty supported the
resolution to abolishfra ternities,
my views are hardly unique.)
ThislatestletterfromProfessor McKee, however, has
made me change my mind abo ut
not writing. I would like to
clarify a few points once and (I
hope) for all.
In 1982 the faculty voted 2
to 1 to ask the trustees to abolish
fraternities. Soon thereafter, the
faculty voted to create the "faculty advisory committee on fraternities andsororities." Its task,
according to the memorandum
accompanying the motion, was
to "work to achieve., .three longterm goals...(1) The college
implement the Faculty vote regarding fraternities, (2) that existing policy against discrimination be enforced" (the third
was about faculty governance).
The memo also included
three other goals,including"that
the faculty act in conformity with
its unwillingness to be associated with institutionalized discrimination." In other words,
the committee was created as an
advocacy group, and required
to wofk toward the abolition of
fraternities.
If we are the "Committee
to Abolish Fraternities," as Professor McKee accuses us of ha ving become, it is because that is
and always has been our formal

obligation.
In fact, when Professor
McKee served on the F/S committee in the past, and suggested
that it support fraternities, he
was told by Faculty Conference,
the"oversightcommittee"ofthe

the motion to abolish fraternities and sororities and replace
them with more inclusive social
alternatives.
The letter from Noreen
Channels in the last week's Tripod refutes all of Professor

"In fact, when Professor McKee served on the
committee in the past, and suggested that it
support fraternities, he was told... that he was
violating the committee's charge."
faculty, that he was violating
the committee's charge. In any
case, I, as chair this year, was
fulfilling my responsibilities
when I stated faculty opposition to fraternities in the Tripod
last fall, and when the committee invited Cal MacKenzie to
speak to us about Colby's experience with abolition. The committee was not obliged to present
counterarguments, and in fact
would be violating its mission if
it were to do so.
Nevertheless, since we
recognized that time had passed
since the 1982 vote, we though it
important to have an open discussion of the issue. Since our
committee, an advocacy group,
co uld no t properly sponsor such
a debate, we asked the Faculty
Conference to do so. It, as everyone knows by now, held several open meetings and debate.
At the end of that process,
having been asked by the trustees to determine current levels
of faculty support for abolition,
we proposed a motion calling
on the trustees to abolish fraternities and sororities, and to make
a commitment to create social
alternatives.
The faculty was free to
vote against the motion, or indeed, to change the mandate of
the committee, if it so chose. It
did neither. Three quarters of
the faculty present supported

mittee is partisan yet he knows
the mandate of the committee is
to press for abolition.
He claimed we ignored
student opinion, but he knows
student opinion was solicited
several times, including at the
Fraternity Conference's open
debate, at which he was present.
He complained that we rushed
the vote although he knew the
trustees had requested this vote
be held before their March meeting (Because they then believed
they would make their decision
in March).
In other words, I can only
conclude that Professor McKee
knew his accusations were unfair and inaccurate when he
made them, and he made them
nonetheless. This I find a breach
of ethical behavior.
Second, Professor McKee
made those accusations not to
the committee, or to the faculty
as a whole — as he should
have— but rather in a letter to

"The fraternity/ sorority committee believes in the integrity
of faculty procedures and we
take seriously any charges that
we have violated those procedures."
"If such charges are raised
we believe they should most
properly be brought to the faculty directly, and that specific
charges be presented, with clear
evidence to substantiate them.
We believe that it is inappropriate to attack the integrity of the
faculty or of the chair by sidestepping this process and raising unsubstantiated accusations
in the press or elsewhere. It
denies the accused group the
opportunity to respond."
"These sorts of actions,
thatfloutprocess and ignore fair
procedure, unjustly insult the
faculty as a whole and unfairly
impugn its integrity." We still
believe his accusations are not
only false, but also were presented in a completely unfair

McKee's allegations about that
vote, and I do not want to repeat
them. Let me add two points,
however. First, not only is it
untrue that our .committee or
the chair violated due process,
but Professor McKee must have
known that his accusations were
false, and he made them anyway. Consider his accusations,
and the facts.
He claims that the vote
was not announced with enough
warning, yet he was present at
the faculty meeting last fall when
I announced our intention to "First he impugned the integrity of the facbring a motion to the faculty. ulty without its knowledge, to the trustees,
He was also present at the meeting at which the faculty debated and later made the allegations public via The
. the motion on fraternities.
Tripod. If anyone has violated process, it is
So although he claimed
the chair called the question, he Professor McKee."
himself heard the question
called from the floor, not from the trustees, and later, in the and inappropriate manner.
the chair. He claimed only anti- pages of the Tripod. In other
Both Professor McKee and
fraternity speakers were called words, first he impugned the I have been on the losing end of
on, and several, inappropriately, integrity of the faculty without votes before. It is understandspoke twice. Yet he knows that its knowledge, to the trustees, able that he is disappointed in
of the three people ^hat spoke and later made the allegations the outcome of this particular
twice, only one spoke to fhe same public via the Tripod. He never vote. But to level false charges
motion twice, and that person gave the accused (in this case — knowing at the time they are
supported Professor McKee's our committee, President false—and to do so in an unfair
position.
Gerety, and the faculty) a chance and inappropriate manner, is
He also saw that many of to defend ourselves. If anyone unconscionable.
us, on both sides of the issue, has violated process, it is Prostill had our hands up when the fessor McKee.
Sincerely,
question was called (at which
Cheryl Greenberg
After our committee
point debate is obliged to stop). learned of the letter, we read a
Chair of the Faculty
He was not singled out for ne- statement in the faculty meetCommittee on Fraternities
glect. He complained the com- ing, which I reproduce here:
And Sororities

Religion Debate Once Again Rekindled By Vanferpol
To the Editor: -•

column abstract. EliLake's(and
Mr. Lake should be in- be the ones to be disavowed by
his like) saying that he would formed that a Voltaire or a Satre the "kinder more acceptant"
I write again to be "both a rather live under a rock than a he is not, and to a Fundamental- "Christians" such as Watt and
nuisance and an embarrass- theocracy was especially re- ist, these or any other names Kirkpatrick. Just as the Israelment." I agree with my detrac- freshing. His decision was not besides the name of God, do not ites saw something rotten in
tors fully that I "exemplify (ies) surprising though. Liberals inspire any sense of awed rever- Canaan, Jesus saw something
Mr. Caflaw's very criticism of value "freedom and democracy" ence. "Let no man deceive him- rotten in the synagogue, Martin
Fundamentalists value God self. If any man among you Luther saw something rotten in
religion."
seemeth to be wise in this world, Rome, and The Charlotte ObI was glad to hear that above all else.
those who commented on my
Intellectual "Christians" let him become a fool, that he server saw something rotten at
article found that it goes against; such as Prof. Kirkpatrick and may be wise... For the wisdom the P.T.L,, so should modern
reason. If I did not get these Andy Watt see "at least five au- , of this world is foolishness with Christians see something rotten
liberals and revisionists as offended and appalled as I did, I I write again to be "both a nuisance and an embarrassment."
would not be a Fundamentalist
but an acquiescent "Christian." thorities to which a Christian is God..Therefore letno man glory in, "democratic tolerant"
The article from Dr. Kirkpatrick committed: reason, conscience, in men." (I Corinthians 18-21) America and something foul in
and his naive young apprentice tradition" etc. Fundamentalism
"Christians" such as Watt theChurch. Just as these people
criticized my zealotry by saying sees One authority to which a and Kirkpatrick can put their did not mind making a stink,
that zealots were looked upon Christian is to be committed. heads under a rock and pray and upsetting the accepted "reaas "a nuisance and an Lake and other liberals see con- that God sends down lollipops son" of the day to effect reform,
embarassment" by the early tradictions in the Bible. Funda- and make everything all right. so too should modern believers
Church.
mentalism sees none.
The rest of us will not be so laid be willing to make a stink.
My answer to such an erMr. Lake pointed to a . back; we will be as zealous and
Let Lake and his kind turn
roneous assertion is in the words "contradiction" in the Bible as uncompromising as the early to the divinely written chapter 2
of the apostle Paul concerning where God says "thoushalt not Corinthians.
of "On Liberty" for inspiration
the zealotry of the Corinthians. kill" and yet he commands
We will not hesitate to say and guidance. Believers turn to
"For I know of the forwardness Joshua to slaughter the there is indeed "Something rot- your God, be he called YHWH,
of your mind, for which I boast Canaanites. In Christianity man ten in Denmark." Christians Jehovah, or Allahfor your inspiof you to them of Macedonia, is God's property and killing is should be aware that if they are ration. Be servants of God and
that Achaia was ready a year a sin only because the killer is liked by the world, and you are not of reason. Let all the "intelago; and your zeal hath pro- usurping God's right to do as not thought of as a loon by the lectual tolerant rights people"
voked many" (II Corinthians 9 He wishes with what he cre- secularists and religious "estab- debate, reason, and "defend
:2). I found pleasure in know- ated. God gives life, God takes lishment" as Christ was, you are freedom of choice" since their
ing thai: my article was so offen- life, no man can question, and doing something wrong. Fun- God is their "intelligence."
sive to the liberal element that no woman can decide to exer- damentalists should be the ones Christians are called to obey and
Eli Lake commented on it in his cise "rightsoverhgiswnbody."' to spoil the party, they should believe, and to obey and believe

( no matter how "intolerant" )
they must until a verse can be
found telling them that they are
sinners for being backwards.
"...of making many books there
is no end; and much study is a
weariness of the flesh. Let us
hear the conclusion of the whole
matter: Fear God and keep his
commandments: for this is the
whole duty of man."( Song of
Solomon 12:12-13)
They are sinners for being
homophobic "And likewise also
the men, leaving the natural use
of the woman, burned in their
lust towards another; men with
men working that which is unseemly, and receiving in themselves that recompense of their
error which was meet" ( ROT
mans 1:27).
They are sinners for being
chauvinistic "For the man is not
for the woman: but the woman
for the man. Neither was the
man created for the woman but
the woman for the man. Nevertheless neither is the man without the woman, neither the
woman without the man in the
Lord. Let them have the comfort
of the underside of a rock as
befits, them."
Embarrassingly,
Shawn Vanterpool
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this charge of deliberate corruption of a faculty meeting. As
I must respond to the re- such, the charge remains an uncent letter to the Tripod from my warranted attack upon the ingood friend and respected col- tegrity of some of Professor
league, Professor Clyde McKee. McKee's colleagues.
Professor McKee's charge
I too am committed to fairthat the faculty meeting of Feb- ness, truth, individual freedom,
ruary 11th was "skillfully ma- diversity of opinion, civil dianipulated and wrongfully con- logue, and other values which
ducted" does not assert merely Professor McKee alleges are prothat unfairness resulted from tected by strict conformity to
failure to conform strictly to proper procedure.
proper procedure at the meetBut, anyone familiar with
ing. It also asserts that deliber- the typical proceedings of a facate misconduct occurred.
ulty meeting has had ample opI see no other way to in- portunity to spring to the deterpret the words "skillfully ma- fense of these very important
nipulated." Nothing Professor values. To do so only when one
McKee has written in the pages finds the outcome of a particuof this newspaper substantiates lar faculty vote distasteful robs
To the Editor:

that defense of all its credibility.
Furthermore, anyone familiar with the congressional
machinations of Jesse Helms, the
senior senator from my home
state of North Carolina, knows
that proper procedure is no
guarantee of democracy or the
other values that Professor
McKee rightly wishes to protect.
The authority of John
Stuart Mills and Justice Holmes
notwithstanding, the example
of Helms and other of his ilk
show us that proper procedure
can be quite effectively used to
thwart those very values.
Sincerely,
Maurice L. Wade

Former Trustee Bill Peelle '44

Gerety's 180° Turn Questioned
I clearly remember one
lovely day about two and a half
years ago when our youthful
new President, Tom Gerety,
made a stirring speech about
how he planned to return the
Trinity campus to a residence
for faculty and staff again.
This struck a note of joy in
me, for during me undergraduate days the Dean lived in my
dorm, and the former Dean lived
in a house on Vernon Street, as
did the college Chaplain. Two
professors lived in what is now
the Smith House, and an entire
building across from Psi-U
housed faculty. As students, we
met frequently with these faculty and administration members in their houses, and occasionally they came to our rooms
for evening conversations.
Later, when I worked in
the Admissions Office, I, as the
most junior member of the administration, was the only one
in that department who did not
live on the campus. All others,
the President, Dean, Dean of Students, Director of Graduate
Studies, Chaplain, Director, of
Placement, Director of Admis-

Editor/s Note: The following is an open letter to the Trinity '.
Community that f-pfmer Trustee-Bitl PeelleJ4i submitted to The
Tripod. Quotes from this letter were included in Jonathan Heuser's
March 17th article on President Gerety's Off Campus Move
sions, and Director of Buildings
and Grounds resided on the
campus.
As a Trustee at the time of
President Gerety's inaugural, I
was glad to welcome a President that seemed to understand
the values of staff residency on
campus, first and foremost by
administrative staff, and second,
to whatever extent possible,
some faculty.
Now we are told the President and his family plan to move
off campus somewhere in Hartford. What has happened to this
vision of his?
There were still some administrators on campus when
President Gerety arrived, but
now, today, the scene is quite
the opposite. There has been an
exodus which has removed all
of those who lived there except
the Dean, who does occupy a
Vernon Street house Mondays
through Fridays, and the Chaplain, who is holed up in an apart-

ment on Allen Place, hardly conductive to student gatherings.
Every President of the
College, since its move to its
present site, has lived on the
campus, establishing the fact of
authority and leadership by his
presence there.
And each one has, I'm
sure, made some personal sacrifice, putting aside perhaps his
preference for a residence in the
country or in a suburban neighborhood, in accepting the rei quirement to live where the students live, seeing this as his responsibility as the College's
president.
I try to imagine the impression made on first time visitors, parents of prospective students, prominent members of
the city, whose concerns about
its future coincide with the function of the College as a vital part
of their plans, visitors from other
cities' and distances who corrte
to view this academic commu-

To the editor:
I am writing because it
appears to ine that the lead article in the March 17,1992 edition of The Tripod is misleading with regard to the posture
of the Board of Trustees on the
subject of the move of President Gerety off campus.
Throughout Jonathan
Heuser's story, Bill Peelle is referred to as a Trustee. Theheadline uses the word Trustee and
only once in the article is there
a mention that Mr, Peelle is a
former Trusteein thathe served
from 1972 until 1991. A casual
reader could infer that there
was a division on the Board on
the issue.
Bill Peelle has had a long
and distinguished relationship
with the College. He is respected and admired. His loyalty to Trinity is beyond question. However, he is not now a
Trustee.
I hope that this letter will
remove and doubt that the arnity in the midst of an urban
setting. What are they to think
when they discover that only
the students live there and the
faculty, the administrators, and
the President run off at the end
of the day?
There must be answers for
President Gerety's 180 degree
course change since that fall day
when he told us of his vision to
reach out to the students, the
faculty, and the neighborhood
arourid the college, and to encourage his staff to do the same.
There are alumni/ae like me
who need some answers.
This is not a university
which is a massive conglomerate of graduate and undergraduate colleges and departments.
This is a small personal college,
just what President Gerety
stated in his inaugural address,
where the President knbws.faculty and students in a situation

ticle may have created. The
Trustees have varied opinions
on every subject and this one
was no different.
However, after questioning, discussing, debating and
considering, the Board was
unanimous in approving the
move contemplated by President Gerety and in its support
for him. At the same time the
Board reaffirmed its position
that future presidents should
live on campus.
It is important for reporters to try to be accurate in what
they write. Impressions can be
given that are not true and yet
they are cloaked with some validity. This is not the place for
me to characterize such writing but I do know many tabloids that contain examples of
it. I should hope that this instance was merely an aberration, not the norm.
Sincerely yours,
Alfred J. Koeppel
Chairman of the Board
that allows him the opportunity
to entertain different groups on
a very regular basis in his house,
his is what Trinity and any small
liberal college is all about.
As for converting the
President's House into the Admissions Office, that will send a
curious message to the next candidate for the office of President, "Sort of, well, we really
want you to come but, no, we
don't have a house for you."
Our new policy is that those in
charge here don't need to be
that close to the students. It also
sends a new message to the business and social leaders, who
have benefited from their long
association with the college, who
have been generous contributors, and who are frequent visitors. Where is the President, the
ultimate authority? Is the college changing, is the authority
being vested in someone else?

Dean Spencer Voices Support ForGaiety's Housing Move
To the Editor:
Former Trustee William
Peelle '44 raises a number of
objections to President Gerety's
planned move off campus (Tripod, March 17). One hesitates to
take issue with someone who
has done as much for Trinity
over the decades as Bill Peelle
has. But I believe there are good
reasons why neither Tom
Gerety, nor any future president
should be required to reside at
the College.
First, the modern college
or university president has ajob
that is close to all-consuming in
the demands it makes on the
individual's time, energy, and
attention. Confronting a host of
competing claims and obligated
to stay on top of a host of intraand extramural issues, a president is always in danger of losing a crucial sense of proportion
and perspective.
To avert that danger, it is
important that he or she be able
to maintain something of a private life separate from, and independent of, the institution.
That's practically impossible
when a president lives in the

fish-bowl environment of oncampus housing.
Second, at Trinity, as at
most comparable colleges, it was
traditionally assumed that the
president's spouse — typically,
a wife—was a virtual full-time,
though unpaid, employee of the
institution who would devote
herself to presiding at faculty
teas, entertaining potential donors, greeting parents at freshman check-in and on Parent's
Weekend and, more generally,
serving as an amiable and
charming goodwill ambassador
for the college.
The on-camp us presidential mansion was the venue in
which these functions were carried out.
No matter how delightful
all this may seem in retrospect
to the nostalgic among us, it is
hardly likely that future presidential spouses — whether
women or men—will choose to
perform such a role, since they
presumably will be too heavily
involved with their own professional careers to have either the
time or inclination for the endless round of social activities that
preoccupied their counterparts

in days gone by.
Thus, the need for an on- •
campus residence is sharply diminished — and all the more so
at Trinity, now that we have the
Smith House where presidents
can do the obligatory entertaining.
Third, Mr. Peelle regrets
that so few faculty and administrators any longer live on the
campus, noting his "joy" when
he was an undergraduate that
"the Dean lived in my dorm1"
and a variety of College officers
resided on Vernon Street. I share
his concern: as one of his classmates in the Class of 1944, former
Vice President Thomas A. Smith,
used to say, Trinity becomes a
"youth ghetto" after 5:00 and on
weekends."
I suspect the campus
would be a livelier and more
interesting place for students if
more faculty were around here
after hours. Certainly, that was
my experience as an undergraduate in the 1960s. Faculty
lived in a half-dozen Collegeowned apartmentbuildingsand
there was, as a result, lots of
informal student-faculty interaction — interaction which en-

riched my education, and that
of my classmates.
It almost certainly would
help to improve today's campus ambiance, and especially to
narrow the gap that has developed between the College's academic and non-academic life, if
more faculty lived on or near
the campus.
Perhaps' ways can be
found to entice them to do so. I
doubt, however, thatitwillmake
a significant difference if the
president lives here. In my day;
the president resided at 115
Vernon Street (now the English
Department building). But neither I nor any of my friends
were ever invited to his house,
and I don't recall having even a
brief conversation with him until well along in my senior year.
Today, when the president must handle an even larger

array of duties than in the 1960s
(not to mention the 1940s' that
Mr. Peelle recalls so fondly), it
simply is not realistic to think
that a president, wherever he or
she lives, will have much chance
to pal around with students.
Perhaps that's regrettable, but
surely its true.
Of course the Trustees
may want to supply future presidents with housing as one of the
perquisites of office, as has been
"customary. If so, they should
consider purchasing a suitable
home off campus — say, in the
Fairfield Avenue area or the
West End. As we move toward
the 21st Century, that would
make better sense than holding
presidents hostage on these 90
acres.
Sincerely,
J. Ronald Spencer '64

Submit to the Tripod Electronically!
Articles and Letters to the Editor Written on a Macintosh
Can be Sent to the Tripod Over the Network.
There is a submissions folder on the Mathematica Server in the
General Resources Zone. The complete pathname is General
Resources/Mathematica/Math/doxex/rripod/Submisssions.
If you have questions, please call Jim X2858.
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Trinity Students Visit Fellows Recommend End Of Kegs
Washington For Rally
continued from page 1

choice), Doctors for Choice
and representatives from
many northeastern colleges
were present.
Some banners read,
On Sunday, April 5,
over 70 Trinity students joined "Leggo my eggos," "Every
in the "We Won't Go Back" child a wanted child," "Just
pro-choice march on Wash- say no to sex with pro-lifers,"
ington D, C. According to and "I support my mother's
estimates, three quarters of a right to choose."
million people marched, makOnce at the Capitol, the
ing it the largest rally in the marchers settled on the Mall
history of the U.S.
to hear a number of performA bus carrying 26 stu- ers and speakers. Jesse Jackdents IeftHartford at 1:30a.m. son energetically venerated
Sunday, and after a seven- Anita Hill. Holly Near sang
hour trip, the group arrived in honor of women who have
in Washington. There they died from illegal abortions.
joined with the crowds of Author of Thehna and Louise,
women and men clad in white Calle Khouri, spoke, as did
and purple (the colors of Na- other public figures.
tional Organization of
Allison McNamara,
Women, the main sponsors of class of '92 said, "The right to
the event).
choose is not just an issue of a
At the Ellipse, the gath- woman protecting her own
ering place for the march, the
group was encouraged by poI liked going by the
litical speakers including
Geraldine Ferraro, Barbara White House, one among
Boxer, Diane Feinstein and thousands, knowing that
Bella Abzug. The singing
my voice will be heard on
group Peter, Paul and Mary
November
third.
lead a group sing-along of "If
I Had A Hammer."
Although the focus of
-Martha
the march was pro-choice, the
event was a forum for con- Davidson,Assistant Ditemporary women's issues, rector of Public Relations
such as women in politics,
sexual harassment, lesbian self interest, but is a multirights, and women in pov- generational and community
erty. The rally preceeded a issue."
16-block march from the ElMartha Davidson, Aslipse to the Capitol Building. sistant Director of Public ReThe group made its way lations said, "I liked going by
shouting chants like, "Hey, the White House, one among
hey, ho, ho, George Bush has thousands, knowing that my
got to go" and "What do we voice will be heard on Nowant? Choice! When do we vember third."
want it? Now!"
v She also said, "I was
Among the groups rep- proud of everybody there.
resented were various reli- Despite uncomfortable cirgious groups including Quak- cumstances (like a 14-hour
ers, Catholics and Unitarian bus ride and lack of sleep)
Universalists. The Gray Pan- there was a great sense of comthers (senior citizens for munity spirit."
BY ALISON RIVERS
AND JENNIFER RIGGAN
Special to the Tripod

Three Chosen For Watson
continued from page 7
structure of the Watson Fellowamount of time to the London ship gives participants a great
Underground, as it is "the old- deal of freedom. "As you're
est subway system in the world, studying and finding out new
and one of the biggest."
things, you are certainly allowed
Mr. Burfeind'sproject will to branch off."
The Watson Fellowship
be both a historical work and a
first-hand study. The historical Program was started in 1968.
aspect will involve working at Studen ts from 55 schools are elilibraries such as those of the gible for nomination.
Recipients are required to
LondonTransportMuseum. He
will study the architecture by send the Foundation quarterly
documenting and photograph- progress reports, and at the end
ing the interiors and exteriors of of the year, the Fellows submit a
final evaluation and accounting
various stations.
report.
Another subject of interOther than these requireest for him is the relationship
between urban growth and ments, the Fellows are basically
;
free to structure their projects as
transportation,
;
Mr. Burfeind noted that they wish.

Marriott Releases
Workers
people," said Mr, May,
continued from page 8

by networking, word of mouth
from current employees.
According to lylr. May and
Ben Miller, one of Mr, May's top
aides, if employee turnover is
any measure of the situation,
workers are well disposed toward their current situation.
\
"We have remarkably
minimal turnovei: From year to
year we get most of the same

"Of course with , the
economy the way it is, there is
nowhere to go."
"Three or four years ago
we would put an add [for available jobs] in the paper and three
people would show up. If we
put an ad in the paper for ten
positions, we could get 500 applications for the job," said Mr,
• M a y . "

. •

.'
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They blamed this in part for
Trinity's reputation, "real or
perceived," as being a party
school.
In the two meetings, the
Fellows were given student input on the report to the trustees.
Representatives from the SGA,
IFC, R.A. Program, and the
heads of the Greek Organizations were invited to the meetings.
Chris Foley, one of the
SGA representatives to themeeting, said that the Fellows were
very open minded. According
to him, reaction from those in
attendance was that kegs
shouldn't be banned across the
board. It was also mentioned
that banning kegs except at the
Greek organizations would not
be fair to organizations such as
TCAC, and other student
groups.
Several ideas were tossed
around, including limiting kegs
to a "neutral ground," such as
the Washington Room, Cave,
and Koeppel Center. This would
eliminate kegs in the dorms,and
fraternity houses.
Another idea that was
considered was having party
ratios. This system involves a
formula for a party, for example,
1 keg for every 40 people, 1
monitor for every 50, and 1
campus safety officer for every
75. Williams College uses a ratio system such as this to limit
the amount of alcohol at events.
DirectorofCampusSafety
Brian Kelly mentioned seeing
one event registration form
where ten kegs werBto be served
when only 65 people were expected, and another where ten
kegs were ordered and 500
people were expected. A ratio
system would eliminate this disparity.
The report states that
abuse of alcohol on campus is a
problem. Concern stems from
three basic areas: legal, health,
and academic. According to the
report, if an incident arises involving an intoxicated underage student, then liability may
be imputed to the college.
Mr. Kelly stated that "we
want something compatible
with the social life on campus,
and the established rules and
regulations on campus. We
want to somewhat regulate consumption."
David Winer, Dean of Students said that he is concerned
that there is a number of students who consume excessive
amounts of alcohol on the weekends, and that "Ninety-seven
percent of the behavior that
Campus Safety has to deal with
occurs because of excessive alcohol ingestion."
At one of the meetings
with the Fellows, the idea of an
open forum on alcohol policy
was brought up, but it was not
clear at the time if there was
enough student interest. Mr,
Foley speculated that SGA might
consider a referendum similar
to the one on fraternities/ sororities earlier this year. He said
that "The SGA would go with
the students feel," and that personally he favors, "limiting kegs
to maybe a ratio system, or certain places on campus," possibly some new campus space.
Mr. Foley also expressed
concern about the possibility of

banning kegs in dorms, "...What
does that leave for non-Greek
people who aren't part of big
groups?" He speculated that
such a restriction would lead to
more hard-bar parties in dorms.
"A compromise between
what the students want and the
Fellows' proposal" is what Mr.
Foley speculates will result from
the current discussion.
In'gathering information
for the report, the Fellows sent a
survey to ten other colleges, including U of Connecticut,
Dartmouth, Tufts, Syracuse,.
Williams, and the University of
Virginia.
The results show that of
the eleven schools (ten plus Trinity) three have "strict" enforcement of their alcohol policy.
They are Dartmouth, Hampton,
and U. VA. It should be noted
that Hampton College has a dry
campus. The University of Virginia, however, claims it is
"strict," but according to a conversation that The Tripod had
with a student of U. VA, the
enforcement is very loose.
Besides Trinity, the only

school that claimed that its alcohol policy wasn't strictly enforced was Syracuse. But in a
conversation with a student at
Syracuse, thestudentsaid thatit
is almost impossible for a minor
to get alcohol at a fraternity party
without an I.D.
On the issue of open containers in public, four of the
eleven colleges prohibit open
containers in public, but Trinity
is not listed as one of them.
According to both a Campus
Safety employee, and an Resident Assistant, Trinity does not
allow open containers of alcohol in public.
The report also says that
Trinity is the only college surveyed that does not "have a formal ID system to verify age."
However, it is questionable as
to at how many of the colleges
are the rules actually enforced.
Here, a student conformed that
at U.VA hands of minors are
marked differently than people
who are of age, but hands are
seldom, if ever checked by bartenders.

Students Released As Work
Study Funds Evaporate
continuedfrom page 1

is one student employer that has
laid off some students outright.
According to Nicholas Sims '92,
a student supervisor, "24 or 25"
students who had worked at
Ferris Athletic Center's front
door or weight room lost their
job,. Athletic Director Rick
Hazelton said he also had to
"severly reduce" the hours
worked by students in the training and men's and women's
equipment rooms.
As for the notice from Financial Aid, Mr. Hazelton said,
"I'm a little upset, because I
thought we did a good job" of
reducing spending in 1991-92.
In reference to the lay-offs, he
said, "I feel badly for the students."
One of those students is
Marie Elena Rigo '92, who had
worked ten hours a week at
Ferris' front desk. She had all of
those hours cut, but as she said,
"I was really lucky." She then
described her good fortune,
"The day before I was fired, I got
a call from the First and Last
Tavern, where I had applied to
be a waitress about eight months
ago. I said I'd come for training
and the next day I realized I'd
need the work." What if she had
not received the timely call? "I
don't even want to think about
it."
Ms. Zartarian said, "no
one is supporting a family on
work-study."
This may be true, but stu-

dents "become accustomed to a
certain paycheck," said Rachel
Schrier '93, a student trainer
whose weekly hours have been
reduced from, on average, ten
to four. Alluding to how the cuts
affect her, she stated, "I'm not
on the meal plan and I have to
buy my food."
Another student who saw
her hours reduced is Nancy
Lima, who works in the Career
Counseling Center. She said that
department did not let anyone
go, but reduced all students'
hours. "That is my only source
of income," Ms. Lima said. Then
she half-joked, "hopefully my
parents will come soon".
How can this be avoided
in the future?
Assistant Director of Financial Aid Catherine Buzanski
stated, "We are planning and
forecasting differently for next
year." One change under consideration is raising the percentage of wages paid by employers.
Will departments finish
fiscal year 1991-92 within their
budgets? "That's what I hope,"
said Ms. Gushee.
Mr. Kelly said, "the College asked us to work within
our means, and we are making
every effort to do so." "We're
going to come in as close as we
can," said Dr. Peterson. He then
added, "I think it's a manageable problem. If we sharpen our
pencils, we can stretch our dollars and make it through."

1992-3 Budget Announced
continuedfrom page 1

budget, and amounts to about
half of the college's expenses.
Other areas of interest to
students are the library budget,
which is up 5.4% (now 2.3 million dollars total), and the Buildings and Grounds fund, which
is scheduled to go down by .7%
next year,
In conclusion, Sauer admits that many requests had to

be deferred or denied in an effort to create a comprehensive
plan that would be both prudent as well as fiscally responsible. Keeping the tuition for
next year down was a goal that
had to be met by the committee,
but was something that needed
to be wisely balanced in order to
"protect the college's financial
resources and support its academic excellence."
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Graduating Seniors Awarded Prestigious Fellowships
BY JANE REYNOLDS
Senior Editor

Three Trinity seniors have received
fellowships from the prestigious Thomas J. Watson foundation. Clayton Hurd,
Kimberly Mugford, and Matthew Burfeind were among 70 students nationwide who will have the opportunity to
spend a year traveling and studying independently. Each recipient of a Watson
Fellowship is awarded $13,000 with
which they conduct their studies.
Mr. Hurd, a Third World Studies
major, will travel to Bolivia, Guatemala,
and Ecuador. He plans to study the role
of education in indigenous communities
in Latin America.
There are several self-directed
movements of indigenous groups which
are attempting to achieve cultural, political, and economic autonomy. An important part of this movement is self-directed education, through which indigenous groups attempt to preserve the
intellectual resources of their communities.
"What I want to do in my project is
evaluate the content and early success of
these new educational programs and how
they function in indigenous movements
toward cultural autonomy," said Mr.
Hurd.
He noted that experience may be
"scary because I'm going to be alone a
lot," but he added, "I want to be able to
help people with what I learn."
Mr. Hurd is interested in becoming an ethnographer. While living in
Ecuador and Bolivia, he will be in the
rain forest observing the federations of
Indians as they attempt to start educational programs. Mr. Hurd spent a semester of his junior year studying in
Ecuador.
Ms. Mugford willconducther studies in Beijing, Shaghai, and Taiwan. She
has proposed to study the current state
of Peking Opera in mainland China and
Taiwan.
"I picked this subject because during the Cultural Revolution Mao
Zedong's wife Jiang Qing politicized the
Peking opera and sent all the artisans to
i the countryside," she said.
',
Ms, Mugford explained that as a
•result, performance of the Peking opera
.was suspended in mainland China for
the duration of the Cultural Revolution.
It was not interrupted in Taiwan, however.
"My question is whether the Peking opera in Taiwan today is a truer
form of the Peking Opera," said Ms.
Mugford.
She noted that in mainland China,
"people don't understand the language
anymore," and she is interested in how
popular the Opera is. Ms. Mugford will
study the way in which the Peking Opera
has been altered in mainland China as a
result of the ten year suspension.
Ms. Mugford is an Asian Studies
major, and has also studied music extensively. She said that she is especially
interested in China as a result of her
background; she was adopted, and is
part Chinese.
Her desire to learn more about her
Chinese background has influenced her
study of China.
"The fellowship would allow me
to combine the two loves of my life:
music and the Asian culture," wrote Ms.
Mugford in, her proposal.
During her junior year, she spent a
semester studying at Beijing University.
Matt Burfeind will conduct a study
of urban rail transportation in the United
'Kingdom which will encompass both
the history and architecture of subways
and light rail systems. He will focus on
London, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and
Manchester.
Mr. Burf eind plans to devote a large
please turn to page 6

Clayton Hurd '92

Kimberly Mugford '92

Matthew Burfeind'92

If you don't have
the money to
fly to London,
usepur
imagination.

Or use your four color Xerox'" copier. Your pastel markers. Or your new 3-D graphic software package. Hey,
don't hold back. Simply put, we're having a contest to find the most fabulous, creative, .memorable,
audacious 19 by 24 inch poster to get people to fly Virgin Atlantic Airways to London. The
designer will not only win two round-trip tickets to London.They'll get a chance to have their
first big portfolio piece plastered all over the United States. Not a bad deal, If you want more Virgin Atlantic Airways
Take us tor all WE ve got
information about Virgin, drop us a line, Just remember, the sky's the limit
Virgin Atlantic Airways. 96 Morton Street, New York, NY 10014. Attn: Marketing Services, Poster Contest.
Design a poster tor Virgin Atlantic Airways and you may win two Iree round-trip Economy Class tickets to London Tickets are good lor one year. Mail your poster submission to Korey. Kay &
Partners. 130 Fifth Avenue. 8th floor. New York. NY 10011. Attn: Poster Contest. Be sure to include your name, ydur school name and address Entries must be postmarked by May 1.1992
Winner will be notified by mail on May 15.1992. Please include a forwarding address if your school address does not apply Posters will be judged by a creative panel of Korey, Kay & Partners
and Virgin Atlantic Airways representatives on creativity and originality. One entry per person Maximum size 19" x 24" All entries become the property of Virgin Atlantic Aiavays Contest open
to matriculating students only. Employees and immediate family members of Korey. Kay and Virgin Atlantic Airways are ineligible Other restrictions may apply
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Marriott Lays Off Workers During Break
BY TONATHAN HEUSER
News Editor

were fine. One question, however, haunted the rowers' minds.
What happened to all of the other
workers?
Food Service Director
David May answered this question and more in an exclusive
interview with the Tripod.
"I would love to keep everyone employed fifty-two
weeks a year, but the fac t is there
just is not enough business to
keepeveryone around," said Mr.
May.

During Spring Break,
COMPILED BY T.M. ZAHAEEV1CH when the Trinity Crew Team
filed into the dining room after a
tough practice on the Connecti115 Years Ago
cut River, they expected to find
from the Trinity Tablet; v.10, no.4,1877.
the usual amiable Marriot staff
The lack of interest among the students in the affairs of
waiting to serve up a piping hot
the Boat Club has become a matter of serious regret to all those
meal. Instead, they were greeted
who wish to have boating continued at our College. And it
by
a skeleton crew of cooks and
becomes the duty of the managers of the club to ascertain, if
servers.
possible, the cause of this disaffection, and to strive to remove
The meals, reportedly,
it.
Now it seems to me a great mistake to have the entire
interestof theboating spirit centered on the crew, oron a single
Facilities Soon To Be On Cutting Edge
regatta. The only way that a boat club can succeed here, is by
Thirstbase. The Granary. Three Squares. Counter Prohaving every member of that club personally interested in its
ductions.
If these names sound familiar, chances are that you
welfare. But how is this to be accomplished? We suggest the
eat in the Mather dining room, and that you have been a witness
following plan which, we think, will prove practicable; and
to the Marriot Corporation's new "Signage Program."
which will, we are confident, produce the best results. First, Let
David May explains that Trinity is one of eighteen test
us build a good boat-house; this we can easily do with the help
accounts, two in the Northeast, which incorporate the color full
of the trustees. Second, Let the Boat Club not give its entire
logoed signs, professional style menu identifiers, and a wellness
strength and attention to shells and races, for the exercise (I will
center. Marriott hopes to expand this program to include most
not say benefit) of six or eight men; but let it provide row-boats
of its nearly 500 college and university accounts by next year.
that can be used by any members of the Club free of charge,
"Everything is more professional," explained Mr. May.
always, however, with the permission from the captain of the
"This gives us the ability to expand our wellness capabilities,
University Crew, or some other delegated authority. Let these
boats be rented to students not members of the Club, at a
which we hope by next year will include a computer."
moderate charge, exceeding a little the average expense of
"Everything is to help improve the image of the food
membership.
service and of the College. We are in business to grow, arid a
If this plan were adopted, it would afford an opportubetter image will help to impress potential clients, and it will
nity to every student of the College, at a moderate expense, to
factor into the selling package the College uses to attract new
indulge in this most healthful and invigorating exercise; withstudents," he said.
out the danger of straining himself by overexertion in a race.
"We are trying to stay on the cutting edge of food serHe could enjoy the beautiful Connecticut, breath the fresh,
vice."
pure air, and exercise his muscles at the same time...
Trinity was chosen for this distinct honor because, acThe excitement which has prevailed for a few years past
cording to Mr. May, "Trinity is a prestigious account, and the
over college regattas is fast drying out. In view of this fact, and
management team here is active in national programs, and also
considering the present condition of the Boat Club, we think
because the way Mather is set up, it lends itself to the food court
that Trinity had better give up all idea of sending a crew to any
atmosphere."
intercollegiate regatta, and confineherself to domestic rowing.
70 Years Ago
'
from the Trinity Tripod; v.18, no.l9,1922
Wprk on rebuilding Alumni Hall was started Thursday,
March 23. Scaffolding has been placed around the building,
and work on the floor is already under way. It is planned to
have the building completed early in May.
For the present the building will be roofed over just as it
was before it came to the notice of the mysterious pyromaniac.
The floor will b'e relaid, so that the room can be used for dances
as well as an assembly hall. However, there will be no effort to
finish the interior walls and ceiling: The room will be used as
a auxiliary to the gymnasium, and the brick walls will be
simply painted. The roof will be open to the beams, with lights
hung high.
The future use of Alumni Hall will be varied. No stage
will be built, but a movable stage will be placed so that plays,
concerts and commencements may be housed adequately.
Volley ball, and hand ball courts will be marked out, and
baskets placed so that the 'varsity basketball team can practice
on the campus instead of being compelled to go to the High
School gymnasium every night. With the floor space previously occupied by the stage, the room will furnish an almost
standard sized court. It will still be necessary to have the games
played at the High School, on account of the lack of accommodation for spectators, but a serious handicap as to practice will
be eliminated.
35 Years Ago
from the Trinity Tripod; v.55, no.22,1957
The cut system has been abolished! A sizable majority of
the faculty voted in the Tuesday afternoon meeting that "the
present system forenforcingclassattendancebe abolished and
that all students be permitted unlimited cuts.
"Absence and privileges dp not apply to the attendance
requirement for Chapel and Physical Education."
The faculty's action takes effect immediately. Unlimited
cuts have been granted to everyone in the College, even those.
who are presently on academic or cut probation.
There are no restrictions before a holiday recess, but
students are responsible for assigned work.
Two other changes in the academic rules were promulgated:
Effective with the class entering September, 1957, any
student who has not received at the end of a term passing
grades in four courses with grades of at least seventy in twoof
these courses will be placed on academic probation for the
following term.
The faculty also voted to tighten the "D" rule. In order
to enter his junior year, a student must have grades of 70 in at
least five full courses or the equivalent in one semester.course.
The new changes were hailed by one Tripod source as
"the most progressive action taken by the College in over a
decade,"
One faculty member told his class that the action will
demand greater student responsibility and will help to curtail
"spoon-feeding."

New Oven Toasts Buns, Warms Hearts
"I had a very nice tour of the new oven today," said Dean
of Students David Winer, as a prelude to his enthusiastic
discourse on the new baking unit which has just been installed
in the main kitchens of the Mather Student Center.
The new oven, which is causing culinary [heat] waves
throughout the Trinity community, replaced the bakers' revolving over which had been in place since the 1960s.
"It [the bakers' revolving oven] had seen better days,"
said Food Service Director David May. "We removed it, and
essentially put in an oven which is more efficient, and which
has a greater production capability."
The new oven is heated by natural gas, rather than
electricity as the old oven was, and Mr. May predicts that the
new, more heat efficient oven will save the College money on
utility bills.
Mr. May expects to be able to bake many items which
were previous imported from off campus, such as "dinner
rolls, hard rolls, and French sticks."
•_
"It's exciting that we can produce fresh products, and
improve the overall quality of our operations." he said.

Gallows Hill offers a wide selection of
classic and contemporary books and
magazines for adults and children.
From Loeb Classics to New York Times
Bestsellers, we have the selection to please
the booklover in everyone, and if you can't
find the book you're looking for, Gallows Hill
will special order it at no extra cost.
DIRECTIONS—Take the Broad Street entrance into
Trinity College. Gallows Hill is located in Hallden
Hal|, across from the Austin Arts Center.

Gallows Hill is open:
Monday thru Friday, 1 l t o 8
Saturdays Sunday, 12 to 5
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106 • 297-5231

ESPRESSO
PETER B'S ESPRESSO IS SERVING UP
ESPRESSO, C A P P U C C I N O A N D
MORE! MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
AT GALLOWS HILL.

According to Mr. May,
employees are hired knowing
that they are likely to be employed for only part of the year,
and that many employees even
enjoy having extra time off in
the summer and at the Yuletide.
"We tell them [workers]
that this is a nine month job.
This is a typically seasonal business. Many of our workers are
housewives who work while
their children are in school, who
can then be at home when their
kids are on vacation," he said.
"[Name deleted] works
for us during the school year,
and then he teaches tennis during the summer. It works out
great for both parties."
"Some employees don't
mind being laid off. They just
collect unemployment when we
let them go," said Mr. May.
The food service director
explained that the Marriot management makes extensive efforts
to employ as many workers as
possible, as often as possible.
When the College is not in
session and students not on campus, periods Mr. May termed
"downtimes," Mr. May's team
attempts to capture business for
the dining room and the catering service, including conventions, meetings, and summer
programs.
"Colleges today are finding out that these downtimes
are oppotunities to maximize
space and to drive business to
the college," said Mr. May.
In June, for example, the
Mather kitchens will be producing edibles for a children's literature conference, three
seperate weddings, and a freshmen pre-registration program.
InJuly,Marriotassociates
will be paid to serve Upward
Bound students, Connecticut
Pre-Engineering Program students, participants in a sports
camp, the Upward Bound Math
and Science Program, and the
Elder Hostel program.
"We choose who stays
and who goes based on our
needs," said Mr. May, "It is
based on position, who wants to
work, and who doesn't. If we
need a cook, a dishwasher, and
a pot washer, that's what we
keep."
"Other decisions are
based on ability and flexibility:
if we need some one who can
cover several jobs, we hire someone who can."
Mr. May estimates that
the Marriot corporation has
approxiamtely 140 employees at
Trinity College, of whom 10 "at
most" were retained over Christmas Break.
"When the Crew Team
decided to eat here, we were
able to bring three or four more
back," he said,
Marriott draws its workers from ads in newspapers and
please turn to page 6

TIRED OF THE WAY
FAST FOOD

makes you feel.. .and
look!
for quick, tasty, quality
meals
you can have in your
room,
CALL 249-9764
free delivery
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CALENDAR:

Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday from 9:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Free admission.
1
HELP WANTED
Music and Theater
Saturday, April 11—Senior Organ
HELP WANTED FOR FALL '92
Student worker needed to do Recital by Trinity College senior Chrisxeroxing, simple typing (envelopes), an- tina L. Fischer, a student of College Orswer the telephone, occasionally stuff ganist John Rose. Program will include
student mailboxes. This is general office works by Bach, Franck, Widor and
work for approx. 9-10 hours per week, Messiaen. 7 p.m. Trinity College Chapel.
academic year. Please call Religion & Free admission. A presentation of the
Philosophy, x2472, if you are interested Trinity College department of music.
in this job beginningin September. WorkThursday, April 9 through Sunstudy students given preference.
day, April 12 — "Archangels Don't Play
Pinball," a play about the plight of ordinary people caught up in a manipulative
Dance: Wednesday, April 8—"The and hostile environment. Written by
Lad Within," a performance about the renowned Italian playwright and politilife stories of grandmothers as seen cal satirist Dario Fo and directed by Bulthrough the lives and dreams of grand- garian director Damian Popchristov, a
daughters. Created and performed by guest director at Trinity College.
Trinity College senior Karen Ann Popchristov is an award-winning direcBelevetz as her senior thesis production tor who is internationally known for diin collaboration with Trinity College recting the Theater in a Suitcase Festival
graduate Toni Oram and Trinity College in Sofia, Bulgaria. 8 p.m. on Thursday,
juniors Pam Novack Kitzia Skipsey. Friday and Saturday. 2 p.m.matinee on
Lighting designbyTrinityCollegesopho- Sunday. Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts
more Chris Hudacs. 8 p.m. Garmany Center. A presentation of the Trinity
Hall, Austin Arts Center. Free admis- College theater and dance department,
and the Center Artist Series. General
sion.
Admission: $6; students and senior citiExhibitions:
through Sunday, April 26— z e n s ^ . Box office: (203) 297-2199.
Brightly-colored, large geometric works
Tuesday. April 7—-"Dream
on paper by Trinity College. Assistant Worlds," a film about MTV's use of feProfessor of Fine Arts Anne Flash. 1p.m. male imagery in rock videos. 2 p.m. The
to 5 p.m. daily. Free admission. Austin Cave, Mather Hall. Part of Sexual As-"
Arts Center's Widener Gallery. Inf orma-" sault Awareness Week. Free admission.
tion: (203) 297-2199.
Thursday. April 9—Sexual Assault
through Sunday. April 12 —"In a Awareness Week Video. 2p.m. The Cave,
Land of Plenty," a photography exhibi- Mather Hall. Free Admission.
tion on Appalachia by Trinity College
Thursday. April 9- "Betty Blue" '
senior Tracy Tobin. Mather Artspace, directed by Jean Jacques Beinex. 7:30
Mather Hall. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Free p.m. McCook225. Part of the film series
admission.
"Perspectives on Culture and History in
through Saturday. May 22 — "An French and Italian Cinema." Free admisExcellentlnventive and Prudential Witt": sion.
The Indomitable and Versatile John
Miscellaneous
Ogilby and his Publications." Watkinson
Tuesday. April 7r—. Panel discusLibrary, A floor, Trinity College Library. sibn on Sexual AssaultAwareness Week,

Close to the Trinity Campus.,

GUGLIOTTI'S

m
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7 p.m. Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall,
Part of Sexual AssaultAwareness Week.
Wednesday, April 8—"Verbal
Asse.rtivenessandStreetSmarts,"a workshop for women with Peg Lorenz from
Model Mugging of Boston. 7 p.m.
Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall. Part of
Sexual Assault Awareness Week.
Wednesday, April 8—A panel discussion for men on sexual assault and
harassment. 7 p.m. Alumni Lounge,
Mather Hall. Part of Sexual Assault
Awareness Week.
Friday, April 10—Take Back the
Night March. 7 p.m. Koeppel Student
Center. Part of Sexual Assault Awareness Week. Free Admission.
Saturday. April 11—The brothers
of "Black Power Serves Itself" (B-PSI) at
Trinity College will hold the third annual Basketball Tournament Fundraiser.
Teams from the Hartford community,
local colleges, universities and high
schools will participate in a day-long,
single elimination basketball tournament.
Trophies will be presented to the winning and individual winners of dunk
and three-point contests. Spectators are
invited to attend the tournament at Ferris
Athletic Center free of charge. Tourna-'
merit: 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Registration, for a
team of five costs $35, and those wishing
to participate in the tournament should
call Damon Scott at (203)297-3481. AH
tournament proceeds willbenefitB-PSI's
scholarship fund for Hartford area high
school students.
Public Talks
Wednesday. April 8— "The Novel
of the Future" by Trinity College Visiting
Assistant Professor of English Robert
Abel. 4 p.m. Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall.
Free admission. Faculty Lecture Series.
Information:(203) 297-2001.
Thursday, April 9 - "How toNegotiate a Good Sex Life in the 1990's" by
Jay Friedman, director of the Institute for
Research in Sexuality. 7 p.m. McCook
Auditorium. Part of Sexual Assault
Awareness Week.
Thursday, April 9 — "Non-violence and human order"by Hugh Ogden,
associate professor of English at Trinity
College. 12:15 p.m. Women's Center,
Mather Hall. Free admission. Sponsored by the Barberi Endowment forltalian Culture. Information:(203) 297-2001.
Thursday, April 9 —"The Status of
Extracorporeal Embryos: Ethical and
Legal Issues" by Bonnie Steinbock, chair
of the philosophy department and a professor in the departments of health policy
and management at the State University
of New York, Albany. 8p.m. Rittenberg
Lounge, Mather Hall. Free admission.
Information:(203)297-2001.
Thursday. April 9 —- THE DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY PRESENTS
Dr. Laura Grabel Department of Biology
Wesleyan University "Using the F9
Teratocarcinoma system to Study the
Establishment and Differentiation of
Extraembryonic Endoderm in the Eariy
mouse Embryo," 4:00 p,m, 134 Life
Sciences Center.
Monday, April 13— Professor

Moshe Idel, Visiting Professor at theOenter for Jewish Studies/ Harvard University will give a talk entitled "Expulsion
from Spain: Between Trauma and Catalyst." the lecture will take place at 8 p.m.
in Rittenberg Lounge. Free and open to
the public,
Monday, April 13—Poet, playwright, editor and biographer Honor
Moore will read from and discuss her
biography-in-progress, "Margaret
Sargent, My Grandmother Who Painted,"
at Trinity College. Moore's talk will be in
the English Department Building at 115
Vernon St. Admission is free.
FINANCIAL SUPPORT AVAILABLE for summer legislative internships.
The WILLIAM COTTER CONGRESSIONALINTERNSHIPFUND. endowed
in memory of U.S. Congressman William R. Cotter, Trinity '49, provides a
stipend for students doing internships in
the offices of any United States Senator
or Representative. Preference is given to
internships with Connecticut Senators
and Representatives and to legislative
interns in Washington, D.C, If you are
planning such an internship this summer, you may receive somefinancialsupport from this fund. Please submit a
statement of need and a letter of acceptance from your internship placement to
the Internship Coordinator by May 15 to
apply for a stipend.
BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS
is looking for new volunteers to be
matched withneedychildrenfromsingle
parent homes. If you are interested in a
volunteering experience that involves a
one to one relationship with a child or
have any questions, please call ext. 2821.
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
ANNOUNCEMENTOFMEETINGFOR
TUTORS, TA'S AND POTENTIAL MAJORS. On Wednesday, April 8,1992, at
4:30 PM in room 105 Clement, the Department of Chemistry will conduct a
meeting for all students interested in
pursuing s.tudy in either chemistry or
biochemistry. Opportunities for teaching assistantships and tutors-in-course
for academic year '92-'93 will be presented and application forms for these
positions will be available at that time.
In addition, chemistry staff will discuss
research assistantships available in their
labs. Attendance at this meeting is
strongly advised, but if that is not possible and you would like to receive information on any of the above topics, please
contact Professor DePhillips, Clement
111.
The Trinity College Graduate Program is pleased to announce the following receptions forits Graduate Programs. :. .Tuesday, April 7
:
AMERICAN STUDIES HISTORY
Wednesday, April 8
PUBLIC POLICY
Thursday, April 9
ENGLISH PHILOSOPHY
Tuesday, April 21
ECONOMICS

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:
Fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month.
Free transportation! Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or
Female, For employment program call
Student Employment Services at 1-206545-4155 ext. 1471.

BEST DAMN CAMPUS REP WANTED!!!
North America's best damn tour company. Only HI-LIFE can offer you a free
spring break trip for every 20 paid and a
chance to win a Yamaha Wavejammer.
Join thousands of other campus reps call
now 1-800-263-5604

CASH FOR COLLEGE There's
money available from thousands of dollars of scholarships, grants, and financial
aid for every student who needs it. We
have a 95 percent placement rate. If you
don't qualify for any aid from one of our
sources, we'll give you a $250 U.S. savings bond. For free information call and
see What type of a id yo u qualify for: ECS,
ask for Al 677-4160.

ACTIIVIISTS NEEDED
Summer Jobs/Career Opportunities
Take an exciting break from the
books now or this summer and work
with Connecticut Citizen Action Group.
Fight for fair auto insurance rates, affordable health care, and a clean environment. Paid training, competitive
wages, plus bonus. Hours: 2:30 or 3:00
p.m. -10:00 p.m. Flexible schedules. Call
Jordan, 561-6008

Free admission; Please call for a
reservation at 297-2150 by April 3,1992,
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Morality And Tustice:

The Criminal And
American Society
WhoRuksTrinity?Emmining
StwtentEmpowerment
There have been three rather interesting debates that have graced the
recent pages of The Tripod Opinion section of late. These debates include the
effectiveness of the SGA, the usefulness of the RA program, and the legitimacy
of a faculty vote concerning fraternities. The underlying question at the heart
of all of these issues though, is the question of student empowerment. The time
has come for Trinity students to ask themselves: how much power do I have
overmy own own education? Where does my voice asa student getfigured into
the decision making processes for this school?
I see the question of student empowerment most relevant to the issue
of the SG A, A month ago the Tripod editorial criticized the SGA for not doing
anything substantial, for being ineffective. I agree with this editorial. The fault
does not lie with the students in the SGA, but rather the relationship the
institution has to the rest of the College. The SGA does not decide real issues
that truly effect students like financial aid, alchohol policy or the fate of the
dormitory house system; instead, the SGA is relegated to govern over the
domain of the irrelevant, with the exception of money for clubs. The portait of
Marjorie Butcher is an example of this. The Marjorie Butcher Portrait controversy is a representation of Trinity's legacy of sexism, and attempts to remedy
this sexism, The SGA, though, did not vote on something relevant to the
problem of sexism at Trinity like the disturbing rift between faculty salaries
based on gender lines. The SGA did vote on an irrelevant representation of the
problem, thus the solution that came of this vote is merely an irrelevant symbol.
A portrait does not compensate for the very real institutional sexism of this
college, rather this vote clearly illustrates the fundamental lack of power the
SGA has in determining policy truly relevant to Trinity students. The SGA is
more a government club than a student government, because it is democratic
in procedure only. We vote for SGA constituants, and they follow parliamentary procedure, but it is only meaningless custom, because the real power that
effects the lives of students is elsewhere.
The issue of student empowerment plays itself out quite nicely when
considering the RA program. I am an RA and I see the same problems that I see
i h h SGAiORl
' • p f U i E i i t t ^ ^ ^ f f ^ ^ t ^ i
campus, the Office of Residential Life wields the most direct power over the
individual student, than of any other facet of this school. This same institution
is profoundly undemocratic. There are of course dorm councils, and students

The SGAis more a government club than
a student government, because itis
democratic in procedure only....
can opt to be RAs if they wish, but these options are hardly empowering. The
fundemantal rules of the dormitory are determined by the head of ORL, and a
few select "upper level staff." The individual RA, or a dorm council, for
example, could not decide to revoke the ban on kegs in Freshman dorms.
Students in earnest cannot decide policy of procedure as intrinsic to their lives
as their own dorm life. This is not the fault of the people who work for the Office
of Residential Life. This is the fault of the-structure of an institution, that
oversteps its rightful jurisdiction.
The third debate over the questionable fraternity vote illustrates this
lack of student empowerment as well. The entire vote over the fraternities by
the faculty was done on the grounds of the best interest of the students. Do
fraternities detract, from the intellectual atmosphere at Trinity College? is a
question that is not for the faculty to decide. It is a question for the students to
decide, I happen to agree with the arguments for outlawing fraternities on
campus, but I also think that fraternities should stay on campus because
students were asked whether they thought fraternities should still exist and
they overwhelmingly responded that they should. I therefore agree with
Professor McKee on different grounds. I believe that J.S. Mill would find the
very idea that the faculty voted on something that did riot affect or concern them
to be in direct violation with his notion of freedom. Whether the faculty vote
was valid or not is irrelevant, the fact that the faculty had the hubris to even vote
on this issue to begin with is.
The faculty vote though, is irrelevant on a more basic level as well. The
people that decide the fraternity issue along with the all the major issues on
campus are the trustees. The board of trustees meets in secret, and determines
the policy and decisions which most shape this campus with no recourse for
students and faculty to voice their opinions in this decision making process in
the form of a vote. Education is not some commodity that is sold to qualified
students for a set price. Education is a process of self actualization, I don't see
how students can really learn when decisions that most effect them are
determined for them, under the guise of their own best interest. This sort of
paternalism justifies the worst sort of disregard for our autonomy under this
fallacious assumption. We can not settle for seats on advisory committees, a
token student government and upper level staff positions. All of these only
promote a hiearchy that expressly denies our collective autonomy. Trinity
College can not exist without students, we are the lifeblood of this college. We
need to claim the power that is rightfully ours, the power that has been usurped
in the name of tradition and our best interest.

BY THOMAS T- CATLAW
World Outlook Writer

The beauty of the American justice system has always been, at least according to myth, that the accused are
innocent until proven guilty by a jury of
their peers. I happen to think this is a
good idea: that there is a certain fairness
that even the most deplorable members
of society are entitled to. Morally bankrupt, perhaps yes, genuinely evil, again,
perhaps yes, but in the same breath they
are as legally equal and deserving as that
eighty-seven year old nun who felt a
need to hold up a 7-11 because she needed
a nicotean fix (hypothetically, of course,
because such a thing could never happen).
In theory, the drug dealer and
this nun, while at opposite ends of the
moral spectrum at heart, are both innocent and worthy of the protection of law.
But, you know, things never really do
work out the way they are set out. When
Americans don't like a particular truth,
they create a new and morally rationalized one. There's a name for it, too. It's
called the "He/She Had It Coming
Theory of Justice and Law Enforcement"
and, wow!, is it effective. It's what happens when individual moral schemes
impede the judicial process that was supposed to be based upon a moral code to

sider more carefully the arms they find
themselves in, perhaps yes. But this does
not excuse crime. I have the right to be
where I want, when I want and not have
any harm come to me. Of course, I may
wish to take into account modern realities and take measures to protect my
well-being but these measures are simply that: acknowledgement of reality and
not a reformation of the legal structure.
No person has the right regardless of
where I am or what I am doing. A slut,
the jogger, or a man walking down a
street in the SouthBronx at twelve o'clock
at night with one-hundred dollars bills
stapled to his $40,000 Italian suit each
enjoy rights to be and do what they chose.
Moral standing aside, they are legally
equal and within their rights. The rationalization that because they either "deserved it" or "had it coming" is a complete corruption of the American value
system. It curbs the legitimate use of
human rights, and reflects a skewed and
pathetic society.
The second case I'm troubled
about concerns not degradation of the
victims, but the protection of therights of
the accused. This case— recently featured on 60 Minutes— acutely illustrated
the persistant missionary-like character
of the American judicial mind-set. In
Miami there was this powerful drug
dealer who worked out of. his house and

"deserved it" or "had it coming" is a complete
cormpimcftheArrierm^
begin with. This scheme passes immediate judgement upon innocent people.
There is no equality in law and justice in
this nation. Instead, we allow ourselves
to be guided by these superficial constructs which— no matter what some
guy roaming the desert tells you— are
not and never have been Law.
Two recent court cases have
renewed my frustration with this mentality. The first was the rightfully, highly
publicized Mike Tyson rape trial. The
most aggravating thing about some
people's comments was that Desiree
Washington "should have known better," that she should realized the situation that she had gotten her self into and
by some strange use of logic, actually
deserved to be raped. Aside from the
painfully obvious fact that no woman
"deserves to be raped," there is the issue
of whether or not people are guilty by
circumstance. Perhaps, Ms. Washington
indeed should have exercised better judgment and refrained from going to Tyson's
room, but this does not excuse the reality
that she has a right to go to his room, and
he does not have the right to rape her.
This mentality also permeated much of
the Central Park jogger case from a few
years ago.
Too many maintained that this
woman was asking for it, because first,
she was running alone through the park
at night, and second, she was wearing
short running shorts. For this she
derserved to be gang raped by eight
youths. It's preposterous, but this logic
has been applied dozens and dozens of
cases surrounding not only rapes (but
it's especially true of this) but robbery
and murder. Should the jogger have
thought more carefully about what she
was doing: yes. Should all women con-

didn't hestitate to employ his own small
children in his sordid business. Broadly,
this drug dealer was apparently the cause
of an officer's suspension due to some
breach of proceedure or something to
this effect. So several officers decided to
go down to this man's home and beat
him to death. Under oath they claimed
that he was in some drug induced state of
hysteria which cause him to hurl himself
at them wildly. Thus in the process of
arresting him, the officers inadvertantly
bashed his head in. There were footprints inbeded in the man's face.
The jury,ll-l, acquited the Miami police officers despite testimony by
experts and eyewitnesses that man did
not exhibit signs of any cocaine hysteria.
One man interviewed on 60 Minutes said
he changed his vote to not guilty because
he didn't want to be the one to find them
guilty. He was scared that people would
point a finger at him. His fear let the
officers get way with murder; and, statements by other jurors said the fact that
the man was a drug dealer was a primary
factor in their vote. The sentiment of the
whole trial was summed up by one man's
statement: "All I know is, before there
was a man selling drugs on the corner to
little kids, and now there isn't." Read
this as: "He was a drug dealer, so they
were right to kill him."
The jurors and the parties involved have justified murder on moral
grounds: he was scum, it a good thing
he's dead, regardless of the fact that the
man had his civil rights infringed upon
and, more importantly, his life taken
away. The sole dissenting voice on the
juror voted that way because it was the
way the facts were, devoid of moral judgement. Maybe he was scum; maybe, he
please see following page
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Catch The Wave: Reflections OnRecent Brown Hysteria
BY JAY WISE
World Outlook Editor

Unless you've been living in a
cave the last couple of weeks, you've
probably heard about Jerry Brown's surprising wins in the politically crucial states
of Connecticut, Vermont and Alaska.
Well, the Moonbeam juggernaut seems
to be rolling on in New York, as everyday, some powerful labor union, with a
name like the Local Chapter of Flourescent
Light Bulb Changers 235, decides to endorse him, and give him an ugly jacket.
What does he do with these jackets, I
wonder? Does he have a whole closetful,
now? Can't he give some to Mother
Theresa, or something? Will he stop wearing those damn turtlenecks, at least?
Even Jesse Jackson, though he

hasn't officially endorsed anyone, has
shown subtle signs of supporting Brown,
like following him around everywhere
and saying he'd like to be Vice-President. All of a sudden, what do you know,
but Jerry Brown's main concern has become racial harmony, which he didn't
really say anything about in every single
other state he's been to. Good thing he's
not a politician pandering for votes like
that guy Clinton, huh?
The most exciting thing about
this week, though, by far, is the New
York press corps, which, in the tradition
of the populace of the city it represents,
has been restrained, tasteful and dignified to the extreme, running restrained,
tasteful and dignified articles on foreign
affairs and tax policy. Of course, these
are on the lower left hand corner of page

CAMPAIGN
'92
Paul Tsongas: The Tsongas campaign looks to be most popular now
that he is out of the rac e. The Wichita Eagle endorsed the former senator
for the democratic nomination. Adds also are now airing in the New York'
area endorsing Tsongas.

thirty three; they put the good stuff, like
CLINTON NEVER DENIED SLEEPING
WITH GIANT REINDEER, on the front.
Anyway, guys, I've decided to take
down the signs in my window and join
the Brown for President campaign. Why?
Well, I've taken a look at Brown's arguments and decided he's just what this
country needs.
Clinton is unelectable: I'm sure a
man who once decided to alocate state
funding to U.F.O. research, and who's
nicknamed Moonbeam is going to have a
much easier time against Bush.
Brown stands for racial harmony:
In 1974, Jerry Brown (as alleged in the
book Man on a White Horse) said, "the
white boys should teach the black boys
to read and the black boys should teach
the white boys to fight." I wonder what
the Reverend Jesse Jackson would say to
that?
He's no political opportunist: So
what if Jerry Brown called large campaign contributions a venue for free
speech two years ago? So what if four
years ago he said a national health care
system would lead to runaway inflation? He must have had a dozen political
epiphanies, and guess what? All of them
have been on issues identified as "hot %
issues" in the election this year! Neat!
Maybe it was that time he spent in

Calcutta. Besides, everyone knows that
Bill Clinton is the politician here. Brown
believes what he says.
His economic program: A flat tax
rate? Wow, sounds simple. Who cares
what the economists say?
Seriously, though, when you're
reading this (Tuesday the 7th), droves of
New Yorkers will be going out to the
polls and voting, and I'm sure that every
Trinity student who's notpolitically apathetic, (all 12 of them) will be fascinated
by the result.A few things to look for:
-Clinton will have to win decisively
(probably at least a margin of 10%) to
convince party leaders not to plan for a
brokered convention.
-The Mack vote will be interesting,
in terms of how much support Jerry
Brownhas gained by dragging Jesse Jackson along to various speeches and
fundraisers and so on. Clinton has so far
gotten between 6 and 7out of tenblacks
to vote for him; no one knows exactly
what it'll be this time.
-The devastating effect that Reverend Al Sharpton's decision to endorse
Lenora Fulani, of the New Alliance party,
will have, Fulani, due to some medieval
New York election regulation (no silly
people allowed) will notbeplaced on the
ballot, but you never know. It's been a
strange year.
:

Morality And Justice Cont
tem. Somewhere along the line something must give way; and, quite frankly,
even deserved to die; but the officers I don't know how to go about changing
execution of him doesn't do any gobd; it the attitudes of a large chunk of the
only warps juctice and gives crime the American populace but I know things do
pretense of moral rectitude. This superi- have to change. We take such pride in
ority has charcterized so much of Ameri- our justice system and its values. Howcan history. We are constantly infringing ever, it's not justice we are administerupon the soverignry and rights of other ing, it's moral rightousness. And The
nations and peoples with the excuse of Supreme Courtis the worst perpetrator.
rightousness; apparently, we have fi- It doesn't seem to care much about the
nally decided to turn this high-handed- Constitution and law but about what is
personally and fundamentally right and
ness upon ourselves.
We are justifing one kind of wrong. And these, though often misconmoral justice and simutaneously destroy strued, are very different things. It looks
a fairly efficient if often fallible legal sys- as if this idea has trickled down a bit.
continuedfrom previous page

Jerry Brown: Former Governer Brown had to explain his endorsement of Jesse Jackson to a troubled group of Jewish voters on Thursday.
Moonbeam's controversial pick for a vice presidential candidate may end
up costing him the New York Jewish vote.
Bill Clinton: It looks as though the Guv will have to fend off n\ore
allegations of corruption. The New YorkTimes reported on Friday that
Clinton took the opportunity as governor of Arkansas to reward political
allies with appointments to judgeships.
Wisconsin: A state known for its unusual number of left wing
activists and crunchy granola types, have shown overwhelming support
for Jerry Brown. A group of thousands of University Of Wisconsin
students sang Happy Birthday to Brown in an outdooor rally on Friday
night.
Mario Cuomo: The New York governor who has a penchant for
giving clear and concise messages to the press, gave his support to Bill
Clinton over the weekend. This is an interesting political move for
Cuomo, who has also supported Jerry Brown as "an alternative to Bush."
Ross Perot: The self made Texas Billionaire is catching on like wild
fire in the great state of Texas. Perot looks for real, after appearing on 'Meet
The Press' and Donahue. Polls suggest that Perot could be a real threat to
the Democrats and the Republicans in November.
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Rites - Or Rights - Of Spring; A Momentary Lapse Of Season
yard.

BY CLIFF FULLER
Features Editor

The students were scorned by
Spring's exile and just plain sick of Winter, so the revolutionbeganimmediately.
In accordance with their polite and silent
referendum, those students who were
Pro-Springresorted to civil disobedience.

As one of the four elite and unique
seasons in the cycle of Nature, Spring, as
we know it,, has yet to spring. To leap
forth into 1992 (like its half-brother, February 29, did so unabashedly); to bound
across the arctic tundras of campus, softening the earth on the Quad into rnud
with each "spring" in its step; to seduce
thecampus, beginning by blowingsweet,
cool nothings into the Bishop's bronzed
ear. In short, Spring, as a season, has
been damned unseasonable -and a silent
majority of students on this campus,sensing this injustice, have attempted to revolt against the Winter and prove the
existance of Spring. For some, March
Madness was not a basketball tournament, but a general discomfiture with
Spring's stinginess.
It seems that once upon a time, in
the midst of the month of March - perhaps the Ides would sound too tragic the students began to wish for a hint of
Springness, or a rumor of Spring which
would excite people of its approach - like
the gossip which envelops the bands at
Spring Weekend (Neil Diamond, and
remember where you heard it first). So,
said Students for the Arrival of Spring
silently petitioned the season in questior
to show itself, and to exorcise the frosty
spirits of Winter for awhile, so that it
could tend to Trinity's agriculture. But
this referendum - "to cut to the seasonal
chase, get rid of this Old Man Winter guy
- he had his chance in December - and to
bring on the Spring " - was unanimously
voted down by the elemental Trustees in
the atmosphere. So, to further and finish
thismeteorologicalmetaphor,Springhad
been officially un-recognized by the College, and Winter was still the
groundskeeper, freezing the trees, flowers, and that fountain in the Library court-

These Black-Eyed Susans have
been a staple of Spring since, at
the very least, 1874.
Regardless of the weather, the temperature, or the adverse conditions - press on
and dress for Spring, so that maybe Winter would take a hint, or at least a flying
leap at Autumn. Thinking Spring and
dressing accordingly entailed wearing
shorts or skirts, T-Shirts, and sandals and not wearing socks, wool sweaters,
or winter jackets.
(Now, a quick digression-oddly
enough, despite the aforementioned fashion changes made according to the sea-
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actually skin conditions, causing ultraviolet visions of the diminishing ozone
layer to dance in my head. The problem
was, these sunbathers were too tan for
Trinity, in contrast to Spring's timely
absence. I was reminded of people who
came into SAGA wearing a rock concert
T-shirt - still smelling brand new and
starched and with a scratchy tag digging
into their necks - the day after the show, so
that everyone would see them and say,
"Wow, so-and-so was there last night -1
can tell because of the shirt.." These Trinity tans screamed for similar recognition
- "Wow, so-and-so spent obscene
amounts of time in the sun doing absolutely nothing but getting their hides ridiculously tanned." By the time of this
writing, many of the new U2 shirts on
campus have withstood a wash or two,
so they look lived in. The same cannot be
said for the tans.)
The re volution was failing, because
the Spring Break broke many spirits.
Spring was afraid to come out and play,
so it was at the mercy of the other seasons, which took the opportunity to steal
Spring's screen time. Some days resembled the cold breezes and bare trees
of October, a calendar month the color of
pumpkins and squash. Other days were
teased with Indian Summers, days on
which the campus emerged from their
dorms dressed altogether incorrectly.
Finally, though, Winter would send the
other seasons back to their rooms, and
slick the Long Walk with ice. Those
returning from sunny places were unaccustomed to the sharp change in weather,
and as a result came up with the flu.
And, as the biggest slap to the collective
campus' face, on the first official day of
Spring - it snowed.
(These roller-coaster fluctuations,
in temperature have also marred my own
bill of health - enough so to send me,

Kaplan offers the best value.

*1

on the purchase of a complete pair of
glasses (frames and lenses)
witli a diinimuin purchase of *75.

son, wool socks and Patagonias are yearlongstyles,extendingtoail seasons. How
or why these defy Nature herself are
mysteries. I do know that wearing wool
socks all the time, especially in warmer
weather, makes your feet smell. Maybe
the Birks provide sufficient ventilation,
but sweating in wool is not pleasant.)
However, in the passive, fasion
war of attrition against both the Wintery
elements ans temperatures hovering
around the low forties, the Pro-Spring
"activists" were no match whatsoever.
They did put up a valiant facade for as
long as they could grin and bear temperatures that were just too cold for Tshirts and shorts, resigned to the fact that
they chose to wrap themselves in wishful thinking, and now had to shiver in the
sun and chatter in the shade, wondering
how a burning star so hot could shine
upon them so coldly, so apathetically.
Had Spring no compassion - no courage
to stand up to stodgy old Winter and take
a stand?
Nope - Spring was much too fickle
and impressionable, caving in to both
the peer pressure of its frigid, seasonal
predecessor and the cold, low air pressure systems it dragged along with it,
sprinkling snow like dandruff upon the
campus.
Then along came Spring Break, '92.
Pro-Springmongers flocked south like
geese and grandparents, opting to bypass their cause and get a quick fix of
Summer to shoot through their veins
and tattoo onto their skins. For one week
in March, an exodus was directed to
Florida, Hawaii, the Virgin Islands - locales where Spring was not so much a
season, but a lighter shade of Summer.
(Now, a brief treatise on tans. When
I returned to Trinity after break, the suntans that I saw on Sunday and Monday in
SAGA looked... unhealthy, for the most
part. Unnatural - skin colors which were
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Look, Ma, No Brakes! Here Is The Story Of The Buick That Would Not Stop...

Why My Dad Actually Thinks I Am A Knuddehead
BY CHRISTOPHER GENE MOREA
Features Editor

Driving is way cool. There is no
better feeling than having the wind blow
through your hair as you do sixty down
the highway. Yet, driving can be a real
negative experience if the car does not
stop when you press on the brakes. This
is a universal sentiment, not just ah
American thing. Over spring break, I
realized the difference between good
breaks and bad breaks. Incidentally, it is
a bad break when you've got no brakes.
It takes me a long time to notice
certain things. Looking back, it seems
my brakes were going for the last six
months but I didn't worry about it. I just
pushed harder on the petal until I
stopped. Maybe I should have realized a
possible problem when the pedal began
touching the floorboard. Yet, I still never
worried; the car stopped, so what's the
difference if the brakes were low? I just
kept adding brake fluid. Twelve quarts
of brake fluid later, even a dope should
have realized that the car had a problem.
I am not a dope, I learned. I'm a
knucklehead. Please, allow me to explain.
My Dad loves me. We are the best
of friends: we go to a movie every week,
we play Atari baseball religiously. Heck,
he even likes my writing. Liking my writing is automatic grounds for best friendship in my book.
So, we spent a great week together.
On Sunday, the day I was to return to
Trinity, my Dad said to me, "Chris, let's
go for a ride together."
This sounded like a great time so I
quickly agreed. As we went to the car,

my Dad told me, "I'll drive, I miss this car
when you're gone."
My car has a long tradition in my
family. Anything as old as my Buick
must have a long tradition. My car was
once owned by Mr. Dagostino, owner of
Dagastino Supermarkets located
throughout New York. My Dad met him
once on business and they hit it off. It
seems he is from the same hometown as
my grandpa in Italy: Bari. So, my grandpa,

we left the house, he said, "Chris, you're
a great son. I love you."
Happy as a couple of Sumo wrestlers at an all-you-can-eat buffet, we got
behind the wheel and off we went. Went
is right because we went right through
the stop sign at the end of my block.
Panic-stricken, my Dad grabbed the
wheel and used it for leverage as he
jammed on the brakes. .Finally, several
hundred feet after the stop sign, we came

my Dad and Mr. Dagastino all went out
to dinner to, guess where, an Italian restaurant. These three men are so Italian
that they use garlic as cologne. Anyway,
Mr. Dagastino drove that day. My Dad
complimented him on his car so Mr.
Dagastino sold him the car at a sweet
price. Aren't Italians great?
Returning to our story, my Dad
wanted to drive during our ride. Before

to a rolling stop. Here's where the fireworks began.
"You $%#&*! Didn't you realize
that you have no damn breaks?! Are you
stupid? I pay over twenty thousand dollars a year for your education for you to
be a schmuck? I can't believe you."
"Dad, calm down. I didn't realize
they were so bad. Anyway, remember
you said you love me. Don't be angry."

SIMPLY DISTINCTIVE

This was a strong move for me;
how can you yell at someone you said
you loved five minutes before? It didn't
work but it was still a strong move. Dad
may have loved me but he still had a little
more to say about the faulty brakes.
"Do you think you're Fred
#$%&*ing Flinstone?! Are you going to
put your foot outside the car to make it
stop? This is not Bedrock, this is real life,
If normal brakes have 100 points of
power, you have minus 25."
I was starting to fear for my life
because Dad was making absolutely no
sense to me. I had my hand on the door
handle, ready to escape if my Dad started .
talking about Wilma and Pebbles.
My Dad then did what he does
best: he proposed the dreaded worstcase scenario. "Do you know what could
have happened? You could have been
driving near a church right when a bunch
of nuns were crossing thestreet. Wliammo!
They would have locked you up until a
Democrat becomes President.
"Do you know what you are? Do
you? You are a knucklehead. In fact, you
are the biggest knucklehead I know. You
understand macroeconomics but you
can't see that this car has no stopping
ability.My son, the biggest Knucklehead
in New York."
Well, we laughed about this later .
on; later on being a week later. Only
kidding. It was a major screw-up on my
part but when you drive a car everyday,
you don't notice a gradual brake failure.
You adjust your driving to compensate
for your failing brakes. By the way, for all
those that wondered why I kept casting
that anchor as I parked in front of Mather,
now you know,

By Rob Baldwin and
Christopher Gene Morea

Once, when I was five, my family decided to travel to Florida by car.

Fifteen minutes into the ride, my sister and I became disruptive in the
backseat.

My dad would try to scare us into being good by attempting to hit us
from the front seat while still driving. Yet his threat was not feared
because his arms were not long enough to reach us.

This really got Dad's gdaVbut made the rest of us oi
-

-
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On The Firing line: Amy Grant Versus Nirvana
BY ELI LAKE
World Outlook Editor

Popular music could be described
as a series of innovations building upon
past innovations. The newest musical
innovation as I see it, is the birth of religious rock, Christian rock and roll,
Morrally upright lyrics set to loud disfigured chord patterns. Christian rock and
roll is a brilliant merger, the coming together of two immortal institutions, a
Jesus meets Sid Vicious, if you will. The
people that brought you the Crusades,
meet the people that brought you Jethro
Tull. All of this, captured in. just one
Stryper video. How can this fail?
I'm not sure if Christian Rock will
fail, but in earnest, I really don't understand it - that whole first paragraph was
justanattemptatenticingyou, the reader.
I personally don't listen to much Rock
and Roll, but when I do, I listen to the
most offensive anti-establishment stuff I
can find. I don't want some long haired
heavy metal singer screaming about the
great friend I have in Jesus. In fact I can't
stand any positive messages in rock
music.
This is why Live Aid, Knebworth,
and all of those stupid anti-drug commercials tick me off. They all miss the
point. Rock and Roll is supposed to be
irresponsible, incorrigible, and upsetting.
As soon as it becomes otherwise, it's no

longer rock and roll, it'svsoft rock or
classic rock or Christian rock, but more
important it's boring rock. Christian Rock
is the next logical regression in the stream
of self righteous pap we call the last
seven years of popular music.
There have been some bright spots
in the last seven years - that "touch myself" song, 2 Live Crew, and the famous
sexually explicit Madonna video - but on
the whole popular music is going down
hill. For every Luther Campbell there are
thirty Stings trying to save the rain forests.
What ever happened to teen angst?
The closest thing our generation has to
this is a bunch of derelicts from Seattle
singing about how bored they are. I'm
sick of halfway rebels, I am looking for a
band that captures all of the insecurity
and pain of bad skin and no sex with a
nineties flair. In response to this morally
uplifting music I have devised a legitimacy test for popular music. We need a
set of criteria to guard us against this
disturbing trend.
The most important thing for a
band is the name. A band's name is the
strongest indicator of the actual music.
Try it with bands you've actually heard.
Just as the word "Air- Supply" conotes
blandness and ambiguity, the word
"Clash" connotes conflict and disturbance. A band's name should connote
negative disturbing images. Try these

Haiku Corner:
life Imitating Art
- ;'-?T^':.IXAV^.AS;,iP|RRANOVA, SUNJAY PATFL,
My god I'm all alow in this world.
Alone to bear and suifer the injustices of social cruelty.
Sometimes I wish T had a soulmate to tickle me
' • ~ Arid make my soft parts hard.
There is ho time so troubl ing as when iii dilemna.
. ' No escape? M end it all - theres a gun at my back.
It is at times like these, when I crave real life, that I say,
Blah Blah Bhh Blah-Blah Blah!

names on for size, The Suckboys,
Minstrals of Meunstration, and Existential Vomit. You don't even have to hear
their music, you know that any band
with such a name would be disturbing
and annoying to anyone over 25. A band
should also have cool Album names. The
Suckboys with their new album, "Sniffing Glue with the Reagans." If I'm in a
record store I would buy an album entitled "Christmas Time for Lepers" anytime over "Tapestry," or "JT."
An artist should also take themselves extremely seriously. An anti-establishment rocker should take him or
her self as seriously as a revolutionary
would. Even if the artist is advocating
out and out dangerous options for the
youth of today, these options have to be
advocated as seriously as Brandon talking about drugs to Dylan on "Beverly
Hills 90210." Instead of Live Aid, I see
ACE - Artists Causing Emphysema - a
benifit concert to lower the restrictive
age on selling cigarettes. Public service

announcements that say that smoking is
a fundamental right in a democracy.
Other causes could be legalizing drunk
driving, and freeing Manuel Noriega
from jail. The final category with whicK
one should judge derelict rockers is by
the particular drug the band advocates.
The Beastie Boys win major points in my
book for breaking away from the marijuanamonopoly, by rapping freely about
smoking angel dust. Why stop here
though? There are plenty of other dangerous drugs that bands can sing about.
Mescaline, opium and quaaludes have
been taboo for so long it is due time they
made a comeback. Marijuana and coke
are the eighties, but rock stars have to
begin to use their imagination again, and
abuse something else.
In closing, only the teen consumer
can make this happen. Call up your
radio station and your record stores, demand disturbing music, and take everything the musician says seriously. This
world will be a better place because of it.

Alas! Spring Has Cold Feet
pus responded in consternation - then in
continuedfrom page 12
feverish and packing, to the Infirmary. bliss. The Quad was replete with UltiBecause I had a frightening, virus-in- mate frisbee players, students studying
duced temperature, I spent a night in the outdoors, and Intramural Softball WarInfirmary, under observation and three riors (no one even seemed to mind that
woolblankets,sweatingmanically. What they were once again taking themselves
made it worse was notthe crunchy paper a bit too seriously). People dressed in
under the bedsheets, or the thirty gallons light colors and lighter clothes. The Galof .water I drank, but the television. It lows Hill Bookstore had left its front
was old, black and white, and very un- door open all day, to soak up the season.
pleasant - one channel. Dr. Scott, that In short, Spring had suddenly and fifunny-looking, religious individual with nally Sprung - and everyone forgave,
the frantic white hair and beard who forgetting the cold days in Hell they had
talks about nothing, or shows footage of . endured in March.
random events like steeplechase or
Yes, I'm sure in this account that
someone's backyard - all set to Muzak. there are some morals. Don't wear a
I'm sure my fever, coupled with this concert T-siiirt or a tan the day after ypu
program, gave me quite a religious expe- get it - give it at least a three day grace
rience.)
period. Don't get ill enough where you
When things were looking their have to spend a night with Dr. Scott in
worst, and it seemed as though Spring in the Infirmary. And don't f** with NaMarch was about to become the Fool in ture - it really is beyond your control.
April - it showed up, fashionably late. It Spring springs only when it's good and
was no longer cold, but cool. The cam- ready.

Everywhere I glance, I see mj smilin' face. Eveiy where - on post office*
wall, milk containers, and bumper stickers. Why?
Whenever I see my smilin' face, I have to smile myself, because I love me,
yes I do.
Cause I'm so vain, I bet this lil tJe poem talks about me. don't it don't it?
I'm so vain.
I bet they'll want me on "America's Most Wanted," but then again
maybe. I'm just riding my horse.
Round and round I go on Cinderella's carousel. The music irritates me; I
pull out my B-B gun and blow out the speaker.
Wild west fun

Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work :
100% Guaranteed
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
The mark of the artist is his uncanny ability to see relationships not
usually recognized by the common mind.

Mustang

F-150

Thunderbird

Explorer

Escort

Probe

Aerostar

Ranger \

Tempo

Tbums

Bronco

Festiva

GET $ 500TO USE AS CASH BACKOR A )0WN RBLYMENT.
PLUS PRE-APPROVED CREDIT FOR QUALIFIED COLLEGE GRADUATES.
There are plenty of great opportunities out
there for college graduates. But when it comes to
buying a new car, you won't get a better opportunity than at your New England Ford Dealers.
Because your Ford Dealers offer you 5 of
America's top 10 best-selling vehicles? Plus, if you
graduate between October 1,1990 and December
-31,1992, they also offer you the Ford College
Graduate Purchase Program. ?

All 4-year college grads, grad school graduates
and grad school students are eligible for $500 cash
back and pre-approved credit on almost every 1991,
'92, and '93 Ford car and light truck in stock. And
to make buying a new Ford even easier, they will
show you other special incentives that may apply.
So hurry tb your New England Ford Dealers. "
Because this opportunity won't knock for long.
For more information call: 1-800-321-1536.

]\JEWENGLANfl
FORD
FORD DEALERS

*Based on 1991 calendar year sales. Additional Ford vehicles not pictured but included in this program are Crown Victoria, Econollne and Club Wagon.
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Honor Moore To Give An Illustrated Reading From
Biography Of Her Artist Grandmother Maigarett Sargent
Moore's biography-in-progress is the with her career as a painter. However, in stopped painting. She was a manic depresresult of a lengthy ten-year exploration the 1930's Sargent suddenly stopped sive. I don't know whether she stopped beinto Margarett Sargent's life. A modern painting.
cause she got sick or got sick because she
At a conference of women artists andstopped." Immediate response. "She got sick
I am thirty-three. I have been a poetpainter, Margarett had nine one-woman
because she stopped. They all did and they
ten years. At twenty-two, I turned to psy- exhibitions between 1926 and 1932 in writers late in 1978,1 meet Bcrnice Abbott,
didn't know it."
choanalysis because, as I wrote in a journal:
"I'm always afraid I'll turn into a manicI write about Margarett to find out,
depressive like my grandmother" {46).
concretely, for myself. That silence, that
unused canvas, thwarted passion and talent
So writes poet, playwright, and
passed down a matrilineage to me (52).
biographer Honor Moore in her account
Monday, April 13that4pm, Honor
of the life of her maternal grandmother,
Moore will give an illustrated reading of
Margarett Sargent. Ms. Moore's book of
her biography-in-progress: "Margarett
poems, Memoir, was published in 1989.
Sargent, My Grandmother Who Painted".
The poems in this highly-acclaimed book
Admission is free. The reading and disof poetry examine issues such as AIDS,
cussion of her work will be located in the
sexual abuse, and the struggle for accomEnglish Department Lounge.
modation between the sexes.
Original paintings by Margarett
Moore's work has been extensively
Sargent will also be displayed. Moore,
printed and anthologized. In addition,
who lives in Kent, Connecticut, is coshe is the prizewinning author of the
curator of "Retrospective of the Paintplay, Mourning Pictures, which was proings of Margarett Sargent (American
duced on Broadway in 1974. •
Artist, 1892-1978)", a travelling exhibiShe also received a Creative Writtion to open at the Wellesley College Art
ing Fellowship from the National EnINGE M0MTH/MA6NUM
Museum in 1993. Since 1980, Moore has
dowmentfortheArtsinl981. MacGregor Honor Moore, poet-playwright-biographer will give an
served as curator and cataloguer of the
Robinson writes of Moore, "It is the illustrated reading from the biography of her
works of Sargent.
breadth of Moore's views and work that grandmother and painter, Margarett Sargent on
seems to distinguish her as an artist. She Monday, April 13th at 4 pm in the English Department.
Margarett was unusualfor her time. I
is constantly looking into corners where
am notfor mine. I have becomea writer in an
light does not often fall (The Lakeville New York, Chicago, and Boston. A Bos- the photographer. I bring a small print, era of advantage for women and am supjournal, May 4,1989)."
ton socialite, Sargenthad the difficultjob Margarett's staring face.... She asks meported in my vocation by lovers, family,
Intrigued by her grandmother. of balancing her roles as wife and mother what happened to her. "Well," I say, "shefriends, colleagues. A community (49).
BY SARA WEDLOCK
Arts Editor

Looking at Performance •..

The following review was-written by it student of
Thea ter/Dance 246 taught by KatluM'ine Power. This course'
enables students''to observe the nature of art and peffor-.'.
mance with a critical eye. The Arts Editors thank the
students for their thoughtful comments and cooperation in
dealing with 'Tripod deadlines.

Antigone At The Circus...

Irondale Ensemble Project Performs Ancient Tragedy In Unique Contemporary Style
BY COLLEEN T. CURRAN
Special To The Tripod

himself as the "head of state" in this so- that he hated his job and its duties and ing lunatics" personally sees to it that
called community of Thebes; this title he wondering why he always had to do the women, through Antigone's example,
treasured, too. However, because he "dirty work." The sound of his whiny are both silenced and mocked. The proud
Considering that Sophocles' wore a clown's nose, it was hard to take voice alone was enough to bring a smile Antigone, though, refuses to be beaten
Greek tragedy Antigone has been a popu- our Creon very seriously. This did not to my face; the man, apparently in his by Creon's rudeness. She boldly gets up,
lar dramatic classic for centuries, it is not cause many difficulties, though, since twenties, acted 10! Parting with intrigu- rubs the pie off her face and carries on, at
surprising that the play s universal themes his overt tyranny coupled with his amus- ing food for thought, the sentry claimed least for the time being.
have proved enticing to many theatre ing appearance was excellent satire on that "you always have to look out for
The only minor downfall in this
groups throughout time. The New York our own political leaders of today - those number one,.." ; a modern day motto production was the bizarre and aimless
City based Irondale Ensemble Project, who talk a big show but produce little, if incorporated into ancient text.
choreography created by Annie-B. Parthe most recent group to attempt any, worthwhile results.
Following Antigone's arrest, son. In a play comprised of so many
Antigone's complexites, did so last weekKeeping with the circus theme,
end in Austin Arts Center's Garmany both Antigone (Janet O'Hair) and her
Hall. A stupendous standout effort., the sister Ismene (Carrie Owerko) appeared
75 minute production, directed by Jim dressed as harlequins. Ismene wore
Niesen, proved that traditional Greek clown's make-up, with arouged red nose
tragedy can indeed be humorous, light- and Antigone's face was cleverly made
hearted and festive while also delivering up in heavy white foundation with red,
poignant and political/gender related "expressionless" lips. This choice with
messages which are still relevant to a the white make-up helped in distinguishcontemporary audience.
ing Antigone as the play's central characAntigone is the story of a young ter and, perhaps, even as the potential
woman who will sacrifice everything she societal outcast. Antigone's claim about
has, including her life, todefy the ancient her brother's burial was powerfully deroyal edict. She wishes to see that her livered by Ms. O'Hair to the timid Ismene.
brother (considered a traitor by the state)
The choral members (typically
is given a proper burial. Once caught, found in ancient dramas) consisted of
she is imprisoned. The state eventually additional "clowns," Someof them were
does realize that they have acted inap- highly dramatic, elaborating on what eipropriately but by that time, Antigone ther Antigone or Ismene had said. Othhas already killed herself.
' '• ers were clearly there to add a comic
From the moment I entered element, humorously remindingone that
GERRY GOODS
Garmany Hall, I knew I was in for a treat. oftentimes, individuals take life and its The members of the Irondale Ensemble Project.
The Ensemble's actors were already as- trials and tribulations too seriously for The Ensemble's playful theatre games other interesting features, a lot of the
sembled on stage, grinning at the specta- their own good. •. •
ensued. Once again, Greiss, as Greon, synchronized movement here was untors upon their arrival. The intimate
This mixture of the comic and ingenuously portrayed the ring master necessary, dull and distracting. I would
performance space of Garmany com- the dramatic worked well in that it easily and conducted the troupe in their sing-^ have liked to have seen this dance time
bined with the colorful set, complete with captured and held my attention through- ing. Some of the songs were related to replaced by more singing, considering
orange canopy, a mosaic-like floor and out a production with no intermission. Antigone's dilemma, others were quite that this discipline was one of the
rainbow-colored back drop, brought to Just when I had begun to savor Antigone's random and witty. Creon sporadically Ensemble's many strengths.
mind a mini, one-ring circus.
emotive plea for her cause, a comic inter- chased Antigone around the set as they
The Irondale Ensemble Project
Creon, nobly portrayed by lude began. Such scenes included the wrestled, hit each other with toy ham- will soon be celebrating their tenth anniTerry Greiss, acted as the "ring master". arrival of the feeble sentry (Josh Broder) mers, fired at each other with toy guns, versary as an experimental performance
Dressed in currentyetmismatchedgarb, summoned by Creon to arrest the indi- pulled long streamers out of their mouths group. If the quality and originality of
Greiss sported an over-sized business vidual who had gone ahead and buried until suddenly, Creon threw a hefty pie their productions in the future continue
jacket and bright yellow fisherman's the state's traitor. .Lanky Broder, sport- in Antigone's face.
along the same lines as Antigone, they
pants. He used a microphone to J "•''ver ing long Johns, a faux army shirt, Ruswill nO/dbubt continue to be well reCreon,
the
fickle,
selfish,
politihis opening, mostly contempJfVe{ sian-style hat and clown's nose, hilari- cal tyrant, the very man who had previ- ceived' by theatre spectators who crave
ously sauntered around the set, claiming ously claimed that "all women are rav- the eccentric, avant-garde style.
sounding Jines in which he identified
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A Theatre/Dance Thesis Performance...

Beleveiz Explores Storytelling
Through Text, Music, And Dance
BY LAUREL PORTNOY
Arts Editor

doing my research, though, my Grandmother died." She continues to explain
how she spent one year with her GrandPlease don't ask senior Karen mother talking and listening to her stoBelevetz to categorize her senior thesis ries.
"When we were in a room With
performance as dance, theater, or anything in between. She just doesn't know. many people, everyone spoke for her.
Belevetz will present "The Land Within," When it was just the two of us, she had a
a compilation of text, music, and dance lot to say." And so, when she sadly
in Garmany Hall on Thursday, April 9th passed away, Karen found the connection to storytelling to bring back into her
at 10 pm.
Karen, who is completing an in- own life.
"The Land Within" is a perforterdisciplinary major in Theatre, Dance,
and Englishliterature, originated the idea mance about women's sexuality, "A
for this project partly from her written young girl discovers it as her Grandthesis and partly from her own personal mother passes out of it," notes Belevetz.
experiences. Through literary research, It presents a true womens' community
she explored the ancient art of story tell- where stories are not memorized pieces
ing in Native American cultures. Native of text, but honestly and whole heartedly
American tribes, which had no written told. "The essence is in quiet moments.
documents, passed their culture and heri- • That's when the stories come alive."
tage through the generations orally.
Karen chose three very unique inBut it is an extremely personal hap- dividuals to collaborate with her on this
pening in Karen's life from which the project. Juniors Kitzia Skipsey and Pam
crux of this performance comes. Karen Novack along with alumnus Toni Oram
relates how, "I had no idea what I wanted ('91) perform with Belevetz. In fact, all of
to my performance thesis about. While the text used in the "The Land Within"

A scene from Belevetz's, "The Land Within".
came from and was written by individual
members of the ensemble. Throughmany
rehearsals, discussions, and improvisations. The group worked together to best
translate some of their most personal
moments to the text and then into the
performance.
The unique structure of this piece
allows each performer their own personal venue for articulating their
thoughts. "When I don't know what to
say, I dance." says Karen. "That is how I
tell my stories."
Although her performance explores the many layers of womens' sexu-

CHRISTINE SIECF1IED

ality in a womens' community, Belevetz
is hesitant to label her pieces as "feminist
art." "As far as I'm concerned," says
Karen, "it is a collection of our stories..
.personal stories that do not deserve a
title."
Karen has high hopes for a career
in dance after graduation from Trinity.
Besides aspiring to be a dance therapist
working with the hearing impaired and
perhaps even starting a dance therapy
school, Karen would like to bring the
arts, especially dance, to the South. "I'm
sick of it all being in New York!"
• Part II in the theses series

Real Art Ways To Present FifthSpecies: A New Music Ensemble

Fifth Species creates new and innovative music using the sounds of such classic instruments as oboe, clarinet, bassoon, horn, and flute. They bring a 'new wave' of
music to an otherwise traditional ensemble. Fifth Species is committed to exhilarating performances that have wide appeal and high audience impact. They will
perform at Real Art Ways, Southern New England's largest presenter of new and experimental art. Since 1975, Real Art Ways, has presented an array of emerging
and nationally recognized artists in Hartford, Real Art Ways is dedicated to serving the culturally diverse communities of the greater Hartford area, and bringing
the most challenging and innovative work to greatest number of people. Members of .Fifth Species include Libby Van Cleve, Donald Hutton, Shannon Peet, Anne
Thompson, and Robert McCosh. For tickets and information, please call 232-1006. Student rates are available.

Vito Accond Lecture Featured Innovative Art In Many Styles
BY ANNE WEEKS
Arts Writer

This spring, Trinity's Fine Arts
Department has hosted, with the help of
the James L. Goodwin Endowment, a
series of five lectures dedicated to contemporary artists. Thursday, April 2, the
lecture given by artist Vito Acconci, marks
the third in the series.
Vito may be best known for his
performance piece called Seedbed, in
which he masterbated underneath constructed floorboards, out of the viewers
vision, in order to evoke an intense psychological reaction. As Vito stated; "It
was an endurance test which lasted from
10am to 6pm, gallery hours." Since then,
Vito has continued to produce an extensive amount of works progressing from
performance art all the way through to
architecture and public works.
• Vito started out as a writer. He
became very concerned with the relationship between the written word and
the actual object being described. As he
explained, to write about a chair, was not
to describe the chair in a written context.
A chair was an actual object outside of
the written word and to write "chair"
was indeed a misrepresentation of the
object. This concern, he explained, be-

came so real to him that indeed all he
could jusifiably write were commas, quotation marks, etc, It is at this time that
Vito switched his efforts to performance
art.
As his concern with writing demonstrates, Vito maintained a strong feeling for the relationships and representations between objects. Once he began his
performance art, the concern became one
of viewer vs. artist. Vito became sensitive
to the spatial and psychological relationship of the viewer to the artist. In other
words, to what extent can the artist manipulate the private space and psychological reaction of the viewer.
This idea of interpersonal relationships changed as Vita moved on to the
applied arts. His efforts now focused
upon the interaction between object (i.e.
sculpture) and subject (i.e. viewer). His
sculptures became works in which the
viewer actually participated in manipulating the work to accomplish a further
objective. For example; one the the works
consisted of a cart on a track which led to
a stack of wood and plastic frames. As
the viewer rolled on the cart toward the
stack, the frames would unfold and rise
to reveal a hbuselike construction decorated with a large red drawing of a penis.
Although, once experienced the thrill of

the creation, the response of the participating viewer inevitably resulted in a
feeling of foolish embarrassment.
Within the 2 hour lecture, Vito
actively and quite humorously explained
the course of his works from the late 60's
through to the present time. Although
his works have evolved and matured
considerably from the abstract performances to more recent civic projects, it is
clear that his deep consideration for per-

sonal and communal relativity sustains
and supercedes the changing times. For
those who were famailiar with the name
Vito Acconci, it was a rare honor to have
had the opportunity to come in contact
with him. For those who were previously unfamiliar with his work, the honor
was just as great. Vito displayed a wonderful mixture of humor and contemplation concerning his ongoing quest for
artistic creation.

Arts Editors Distraught
Over Missing 'Podtale
What happened to 'Podtale? Do
you have it? Do you have what it
takes? If so, please submit to the Art
Section's continuing saga of jealousy,
lust, and murder. Direct inquiries or
submissions to Box 1469.
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Satyajit Ray: The Master
Rlmaker Featured At Cinestudio
BY VINAY GUPTA
Special To The Tripod

In honor of the Lifetime
Achievement Award presented to
Satyajit Ray at this year's Oscar ceremonies, Cinestudio, in association with the
Trinity Indian Cultural Society, presents
"Distant Thunder" (Ashani Sanket), a
celebrated work by one of the world's
greatest and perhaps India's finest film
directors. OnMarch30, Audrey Hepburn
presented the Achievement Award to
Ray, who accepted it from. Calcutta.
SatyajitRay at last received longdeserved
recognition from the Motion Picture
Academy for his contributions to the
world of cinema.
Born into a family of artists in
1921, Ray lost his father at the early age of
two. He then moved with his mother to
live with an uncle. After graduating from
Calcutta University in Economics, Ray
went on to spend a few years at

Shantiniketan, the university founded reer he has
by Rabindranath Tagore, where he was made over
exposed to a number of artists and intel- 30
films
lectuals. Later, he entered the commer- which have
cial world of advertising and during that won him
time wrote scripts for films. On an offi- numerous
cial trip to London he came into close awards at
contact with Western films. It was not
until 1950, however, that Ray set out to , L . . Lifetime Achievement Award winner, Satyajit Ray. His movie,
make his first film. Working with ama- """ * J "LL " "Distant Thunder" will open at Cinestudio Wednesday.
teurs, a small, inexperienced crew, unso- world. He has received several personal val, "Distant Thunder," is set in Bengal
phisticated equipment, and little money, awards including the PadmaVibhushan, during the great famine of 1943 that took
Ray sho t "Pa trier Panchali" during week- India's civilian award, the Le'gion 5 million lives. It deals with the inhabitends and holidays over the course of d'Honneur from France and now the ants of a small Bengali village, with a
three years. Released in 1955, the film Lifetime Achievement Award. Ray has young couple as its focus, and relations
was the first part of his famous Apu been foremost in his contribution to the between them in the midst of famine and
Trilogy and quickly earned for Ray an establishment of serious cinema in India. the war with Japan. The film is in Bengali
international reputation.
Unfortunately, however, throughout with English subtitles. It has a running
,;••.'-: Satyajit Ray has never looked much of India outside Bengal, his work length of 100 minutes and is in color.
"Distant Thunder" plays at Cinestudio,
back since. A highly talented film-maker, goes largely unnoticed.
he directs not only his films but also their
Winner of the Golden Bear for Wednesday & Thursday, April 8 & 9 at
accompanying music, writes the screen- Best Picture at the 1973 Berlin film festi- 7:30 pm.
plays, does the casting, and plays a key
role in art direction. During his long ca-

HARTFORD ARTS

Trinity Arts Scene
Music:
Saturday, April llfh- Christina L. Fischer, Senior Organ Recital. 7 pm,
Trinity Chapel.
Exhibitions:

through Sunday, April 12th— "In a Land of Plenty," a photography
exhibition on Applachia by senior Tracy Tobin. Mather Artspace, 10 am to 8 pm.
through Sunday, April 26th— Brightly colored, large geometric works on
paper by Trinity College Assistant Professor of Fine Arts Anne Flash. Reception
April 2nd 5-7 pm, Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center, Open daily, 1-5 pm.
Film

Thursday, April 9th— Betty Blue, directed by Jean Jacques Beinex. Part of
the film series, "Perspectives on Culture and History in French and Italian
Cinema." 7:30 pm, McCook 225.

TheBushnell
.
April 13th-^ Jazz and Blues Series features Sandra Reaves-Phillips, a Helen
Hayes and NAACP Image Award nominee. A powerful tribute to some of the
world's finest Jazz and Blues divas: Sarah Vaughn, Bessie Smith, Mahalia Jackson,
and more. 6 and 8 pm. Tickets $13.
March 12-May 10— Gretchen Garner: Landscapes, Promenade Gallery.
Wednesdays and Thursdays, 11-3 pm.
For more information, call 527-1084
Hartford Stage Company
April 3rd-May 2nd— Heartbreak House, George Bernard Shaw's sparkling
comedy of manners and morality in a world on the brink of change. Directed by
Michael Langham.
For, more information, call 525-5601.
TheaterWorks
Through April 12th—Two Rooms. A young American teacher is held
hostage in Beirut... his devoted wife works for his release half a world away.
Tickets $12-$17. Student rates available. The Hutensky Theater, 233 Pearl Street.
For tickets and information, call 527-7838.

Public Talks

Wednesday April 8th— "The Novel of the Future," by Trinity College
Visiting Assistant Professor of English Robert Abel. Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall.
4 pm.
Thursday, April 9th— "Non-violence and the Human Order" by Hugh
Ogden, Associate Professor of English. 12:15 pm, Women's Center, Mather HalL
Theater

•

Thursday, April 9th to Sunday April 12th— "Archangels Don't Play
Pinball," a play about the plight of ordinary people caught up in a manipulative
and hostile environment. Written by renowned Italian playwright and political
satirist Dario Fo and directed by Bulgarian director Damian Popchristov, a guest
director at Trinity College. 8 pm on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. 2 pm
matinee on Sunday. Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center. A Performance Pass
Vgye'nt. For more information, please call 297-2199.

^
115 Vernon Street
Individual TUtoring
Monday - Friday 1:00 - 4:00 PM
Monday - Thursday 6:30 - 9:30 PM
Mac and PC available for student use
!! WE'RE NETWORKED!!
Drop in or call 297-2468 for an appointment
LATE NIGHT HOURS - Marriott
Sunday, Monday, and Thursday 10 'til Midnight

The Jorgensen Auditorium at UCONN
April 8— Alexie Sultanov will perf om the works of Mozart and Chopin and
more. He is hailed as " a young man of exceptional dynamism and strength of will,
massively in control of formidable technique." 8 pm. Tickets $8-$10. Student
rates available.
April 10th and 11th— Preservation Hall Jazz Band. Born in the streets,
saloons, and riverboats of New Orleans. Exuberant, tapping music! 8 pm.
April 14th— Magnificent Mazowsze at Jorgenson, an evening's performance of song and dance. Splendid ethnic costumes bursting with colorful, eyecatching patterns that magnify the, "dazzling display of kaleidoscopic folk
dancing and singing." A Polish performance troupe framed to preserve the
myriad of regional stories songs and dances. Tickets $11-$13. Students rates
available.
For more information, call 486-4226.
The Pump House Gallery
Through April 17— Not Enough Time, a memorial exhibition of artwork by
a young artist tragically slain in Hartford on December 30th, 1991. Gallery is
located at the Southeast corner of Bushnell Park. Hours are Tuesday-Friday, 11
am-2pm. Admission is free.
For more information, call 675-4526.
Real Art Ways
Through May 30 th— Money Holes, a series of ten works installed an parking
meter advertising spaces in downtown Hartford. Internationally known artist
Jessica Diamond uses plain words and direct graphics to catalog ten of the largest
financial scandals of the recent past including BCCI , Junk Bond, PTL, and
Wed tech.
For more information, call 232-1006.
Lincoln Theatre at UHART
Friday April 10th- Women's Music Series presents pianist Margie Adams
at7:30 pm. Tickets $16 in advance and $18 at the door. Performance to benefit the
CT Women's Education and Legal Fund.
For more information, call 243-4228.
Wadsworth Atheneum
Through April 12th—- "Loss of Virginia," a play by Rachel Sheinkin mixes
musical comedy with melodrama. Presented in a variety of theatrical styles, "Loss
of Virginia" incorporates original music and choreography. Performed by the
Atheneum's resident theater group. Company One Aetna Theatre at 8 pm.
For more information, please call 232-4588.
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Find Out Why The Soviets Invaded Afghanistan
BY BERNADETTB STOREY &
ERIKA HEISE
Metro-Hartford Writers

There is an oasis in little Italy. To
kick off this new column, we travelled to
the Shish Kebab House of Afghanistan.
Located at 360 Franklin Avenue, it offers
an alternative to standard European cuisine.
Admittedly leary, we were assuaged by the hand embroidered tunics
and warm stucco walls, which established a subtle Middle Eastern flair.
Spacious, the House is perfect for socializing with a group of friends, but lacks
intimacy. One of our escorts quipped
that you might lose sight of your dinner
guests across the expansive table.
The Kebab House is no place for
the timid. For those unfamiliar with
Afghani food, this is one plunge you will
not regret. The menu spans familiar
Shish Kebabs to indigenous Middle Eastern faire. On the appetizer menu is a item
called bowlani which is a light pastry
containing potatoe and beef. Served with
a lightly spicy green sauce, it is quite
delightful. We highly recommend all Kebabs-the lamb and chicken are a must.

For those those of you reluctant to eat your vegetables, keep
in mind that they are an essential accompaniment to an
Afghani meal. Close your eyes and trust in the force—
eggplant and pumpkin never tasted this good. Afghani
spices transformed these basic standbys: the eggplant was phenomenal with its smoky flavor,
seasoned with tomato and a little dill cream,
The pumpkin was also tangy and added a
striking auburn color to the meal. Long
grain brown rice was a favorite, as
well as mushrooms stewed with
tomatos and onions. For the

Hartfoixl In Brief...
Police policy: The Hartford area police arc instituting & new policy of
"community oriented policing," putting a renewed emphasis on working as
closely as possible with neighborhoods and government agencies. The plan
has the support of Mayor Carrie Saxon Periy, and will include such concepts
as Community Service Officers and youth services.
You say it's yout birthday: The Albano Ballet and Preforming Arts
Cenfcrcelebrated it's 20th anniversary ListSaturday nightwitha party called
"The Roaring 20Lh Champagne Ballet Ball," and attended by more than 100
people.
A Blank Slate: Tha t ugly was teland surrou tided by chain link fences on
the corner of asylum and Main is due to be filled up any time now, by some
50 vendors who iorin what wilt be called "The Main Sheet Market." The
marketwill be modeled on fanueil Hail in Boston, and will feature suchitems.
,'.as fresh produce and flowers.
Managing Hartford: This month, a new city manager is due to be
selected by Mayor Perry; among the nine finalists are former City Treasurer
Pete Kinselia, Hartford Fire Chief John Stewart, Alan Greenwald, the former
director of the Hartford Redevelopment Agency, and favorite Howard
Stanback, a former Hartford resident.
Neighborhood Sendee Awards: Hartford Hospital, the Institute of
Living, and Our Very Own Trinity College will be honoring seven Hartford
residents for their volunteer services. The recipients are Ann Baker, the Rev.
.LyleBeckma^BettyBenrios^efmethElteric^LycliaRoldan^atrickTalrnah,
and'Gloria Williams; the seven were chosen out of a group of twenty,
nominations.
•
,
•
Taking Out the Garbage: The annual "Hartford Cleans Up Day" has
been set for April 25. The occasion is cosponsored by Glad Bags, who supply.
trash bags and other cleaning supplies. Every year, thousands of volunteers
have gone outside to collect a huge amount of trash from hartford lots, streets
and sidewalks.
Good Eats: The Hartford Restaurant Association is sponsoring the
third annual Heublein Great Chefs Festival, to lake place froin April 4-12The event is to applaud the food available at 25 Hartford area restaurants and
culinary schools; the highlight promises to be April 11, at the Civic Center,
when various food celebrities will be giving free cooking lessons, from 10
A.M. to 6 P.M.
Lots of Old Stuff You Don't Really Want: The Greater Hartford
Antique show came to Hartford for the 86th year, at the Parish-House of Saint
James Episcopal Church, The show fetaured 53 dealers and was staffed
antirely by church volunteers.
Calling all Ironmen: All superatheletes will want to know that the
Greater Hartford triathslon has been schcdlued for August 8th, which will
mark Hartford's first triathalon. The competition is part of a series of ten
triathalons occuring across the country. The corporate sponsor? Bud Light.
Go figure.

more adventurous, we also recommend
the native Afghani Ashak: long thick
noodles filled with spinach, scallions,
midly spiced meat, and topped with yellow peas and chives.
The meal was capped off by a divine blend of Turkish coffee. The brew
was of much the same flavor as the popular French Roast flavor of coffee, although
much stronger. Nevertheless, the Turkish coffee is a must for any Java lover.
The consensus on the meal was
unanimous; each dinner was a composite of unique spices and textures which
were provocative—-never overbearing.
Although we acknowledge that the furnishings create an awkward setting, the
diverse company lends a warm and relaxing atmosphere to an enjoyable meal.
THE SHISrt KEBAB HOUSE
OF AFGHANISTAN
360 Franklin Ave.

Quality:
Price:

EJEJEJE

Maximum Rating For Each Category is 5

Metro-Hartford Editors Note
r

Ever taken a walking tour of Hartford/
What you say? Walk through Hartford?

Looks of confusion appear on your face and you naturally assume that
the person and the given suggestion are absolutely crazy.
Walking through and around Downtown Hartford is an ad venture unto
itself. Starting next week, the Metro-Hartford will begin a new weekly series
entitled "A Walk through Hartford". This series will use Trinity as its starting
' point and then tour through the city and most important buildings and sites.
, A historical description of each stop will be focused on - such as building
i history, uses, current inhabitants and future plans. While focusing on the
walking tour we also be concentrating on area organizations such as many of
the present companies in the area. Especially many of the insurance firms-the
reason why Hartford is often called the insurance capitol of the United States.
Returning this week is our regular "Restaurant Review" and "Hartford
in Brief." Next week Craig Bramley returns to provide us with an insightful
look at Connecticut politics in "Connecticut Update," and "Beyond the Long
Walk" returns with a feature on the Hartford Interval House, a center for
battered women and children.
So look out for the walking tour, and if you are interested in joining the
staff, please contact me through the Tripod Box. Until next time Au revoir !

YALE

SUMMER
COLLEGE
CREDIT
PROGRAMS

If you are a college undergraduate, an
academically strong high school
junior or senior, or a qualified adult,
send for your free information and
application to:

YALE UNIVERSITY

•; . :

,/

\ _-

Yale Summer and. Special Programs
246 Church Street Suite 101
New Haven, CT 06510-1722
Phone (203) 432-2430
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I CALL /EM LIKE I SEE / EM
BY JONATHAN MOSKOWITZ

.. J

CMP

Lea Macaro (1) and Patty Sarmuk practice for the
women's softball team. This year, the team started off
the season with a 5-1 victory against Smith College last
Tuesday, Saturday, the team, travelled up to Wheaton
College and split a doubleheader. Pitcher Julie Roy
'93 won her second game of the season in leading
Trinity to a 4-1 win in the first game. The Bantams
lost the second game 9-2. Their next home game is
today at 3:30 against Conn. College.

Q. Who was the first pick the (Denver)
Broncos ever had?
A. The Broncos' first draft was in 1960.
The system used by the old American Football League in its first year was to allow each
team one territorial draft selection, regardless of position, and then to draft through an
extended first round in which each: team
picked a player at the same position, one
position atatime. Roger LeClerc, a center/
kicker from Trinity College in Hartford,
Conn., was Denver's territorial pick, f y
reprinted from the Rocky Mountain News,
courtesy of John Claud'91.

Afraid of being

ROBBED? RAPID?
ASSAULTED?
Paint them orange, put them down, and let the
cops pick them up! Absolutely the best!
Revolutionary new defense product, superior potency,
CS tear gas with added peppering agent.
BRIGHT ORANGE DYE marks the attacker while black light sensitive dye provides backup identification. Immediately disables
one or more attackers while visually marking (or capture and
conviction. Compact palm-sized cariister complete with holster
and key ring. AS SEEN ON TELEVISION ~ $24.95
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Pius$3.50

i An
or r t 4 " 7 Q i ; Plus$5.50
Shipping &
more
Handling

Send check or money order with this coupon to:

MAGNUM PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 623
GREENVILLE, R.I. 02828
•.•••» I
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SUZANNE FAUJENDEK

Does anyone know who won this years Iditarod?
Does anyone know what the Iditarod is?
Don't you think its time Chris Mullin found a new barber!
Was there- any real point to this years college basketball season, we could have just
crowned Duke the winner and all gone home.
Christian Laettner is the epitome of "grace under pressure".
March Madness is why college basketball is so much better than the NBA.
Curling looks like a real fun sport! NOT! Its a combination of bowling and house
cleaning.
Does anyone know where the Denver Zephyrs are relocating?
Then again, does anyone care? What's a Zephyr?
Who is the best two sport athlete around? I'll give you a clue. Heplays for the Atlanta
Falcons.
That's right, you guessed it, Brian Jordan.
Hey Bo, how's the hip?
Does anyone know where Central Connecticut State University is located?
The All-Name Pitching Combination goes to the San Francisco Giants for their
version of (Bud) Black and (Steve) Decker.
So are you earning $1.55 million over 2 years like that 19 year old, Brien Taylor? Boy,
this college education seems like it's paying off!
I don't mean to burst your bubble, but, WWF Wrestling isn't real.
Is watching sports an extracurricular activity?
Has anyone seen Flubber, I mean, Buster Douglas lately?
Maybe Evander Holyfield should stop touring old age homes and look for a true
contender that deserves to fight for a championship.
What was that spot on Syracuse Freshman Lawrence Moten's hair?
Is the NBA season over yet?
Ha ve you watched new and improved World League Football yet, neither have I. I'd
rather watch televised bowling, then again....
Arena Football is a must see for any true sports fan!
Who needs U Conn.? We have Bridgeport!
Will the Whalers ever reach mediocrity?
Are Lenny Wertz and Richard Steele related?
The New York Rangers didn't blow the division championship again, maybe there's
hope for the Boston Red Sox.
Everyday Bobby Knight and Slavedriver seem to be more synonymous.
Look out, football mini-camps start up again soon.
Remember when people were complaining about Jose Canseco's contract?
Anything further would be uncivilized...

Could This Be The Year
The Sox Break The 'Curse
1
Of The Bambino?
: ••::
:

BY TED O'CONNOR

''Back to the Future" is the inspiring theme
that is pervading through Winter Haven, Florida
where the Boston Red Sox are preparing for a
season in which the Fenway faithful hopefully
won't have to hear "Wait 'til next year" in
September. Some old but new blood stands at
the helm of the 1992 Red Sox with Butch Hobson,
Don Zimmer and Rick Burleson looking to break
the 74 year "Curse of the Bambino."
Unlike ex-manager Joe Morgan, Hobson
brings discipline, respect, and Fenway experience to a team that has been labeled to possess
a lot of individual talent. He will ignite spirit
and blend the chemistry that is considered one
of the best in the American League. Finishing
second in the American League East with a .519
winning percentage will not be accepted by
Hobson nor the Boston fans that have had near
heart failures in the last decade.
The Sox have not had steady pitching
since the 1986 season with the lefty/righty duo
of Roger Clemens and Bruce Hurst. Since that
reknowned World Series tease, the Red Sox
s uccess in pitching has been all Roger Clemens,
who won his third Cy Young award last season
with a 2.29 ERA. Clemens' sidekick this year is
one time Cy Young winner Frank Viola who
pipmises to be a menace to hitters at Fenway.
With Joe Hesketh returning after a 12-4 season,
the Sox will have a strong threesome but beyond that is up in the air with Matt Young still
. lingering with a $6.35 million contract. Middle
relief will be anchored by Greg Harris and hopefully Danny Darwin, who is returning from a
' yearlong shoulder injury. Jeff Reardon will be
the closer again as long as he learns to get that
first batter out.
The Red Sox line-up can be intimidating
to opposing pitchers when the bats are consistently sizzling. Inconsistency has been the Red

Sox downfall as the pitching and hitting never seem
to parallel each other when needed. Leading off will
be the seven time All Star and .345 lifetime hitter
Wade Boggs. The. consistent Jody Reed, always
hovering around a .290 average, will follow Boggs
and play second. The newly crowned "singles hitter," Mike Greenwell, will try to rekindle his power
hitting of two years ago. Instead of playing with his
race car, the Gator should live up to his hitting
potential and learn to master the mystery of the
Green Wall.
.
Batting clean-up will not be Jack Clark but the
centerfielder Ellis Burks. Like Greenwell, Burks has
yet to satisfy the fans anticipation of him but claims
to be 100% and full of RBI production. Batting fifth
and playing right field is the Red Sox rising star Phil
Plantier. The lefty has been in tune with his powerful
uppercut thus far this springl, hitting six dingers in
the Grapefruit League.
Even after a poor fall showing last season, Jack
Clark still hit 28 homers knocking in 87 RBI's. The
Plantier-Clark duo has the potential to generate high
scoring production as long as each compliment each
other with hot Septembers. A slimmer Mo Vaughn
will play first and fill in for Carlos Quintana after the
Q suffered a broken wrist and leg in an off-season car
accident. Luis Rivera will return at short while Gold
Glove winner Tony Pena will handle the pitchers
behind the plate.
The spring training scenario is always the
same: awesome hitting potential and Roger Clemens.
This year is different though. The vibes are more
positive with Frank Viola; and the addition of Butch
Hobson has already created a stronger and more
united team atmosphere. I would love to say the Red
Sox will win it all this year but at Fenway, things are
always unpredictable. Nothing would make the city
of Boston more pleased than a Beantown World
Series victory. The wait has been too long, too
aggravating. To catch Fenway Fever can be exciting,but its just a matter of how long the Red Sox will let
us keep it!
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Fast Start Erasing Memories Of Bantams
f
Disappointing 91 Season For Men's Lax
BY JOHN TWICHELL
Sports Writer

After a convincing win over the
Connecticut College Camels, 11-7, and a
shellacking of the Tufts Jumbos, 17-8, the
Trinity laxmen sport a 2-0 "record and are
flying high. To this point, the team has
displayed consistent scoring and dominating defense. Tri-captain Ryan Martin
'92, an attackman, has been the catalyst
for the offense tallying five goals and two
assists against Tufts, and four goals and
two assists against the Camels. At the
defensive end, goaltender Henry J.
Rotenstreich '92 has saved over 70 percent of the shots he has faced.
Rotenstreich, one of the top netminders
in New England, posted 19 saves against
Tufts and 22 against Conn.
Saturday, the Bantams completely
outclassed an undefeated Tufts squad,
by jumping out to a 4-1 lead and controlling the game thereafter. The Jumbos did
have some sustained pressure on the
Trinity goal in the third quarter, when
they cutthe Bants'lead toll-7,butmiddy
Joe Porto '93 helped to seal the win by
rifling home two long shots. Attackman
Jim Hazelton '93, middy Tad Hazelton
'92, and attackman Rob Stempien '93, all
chipped in two goals in the victory.
Defensemen Jeff Dempsey '93, Jason Masi '93, and (tri-captain) Matt
Woods '92 protected Rotenstreich effectively, and also showed their stick skills
with excellent clearances. Long stick
middy Tom Scull '92 had a superb game,
dominating the ground balls and throwing his body around with abandon.
Middy and tri-captain Jeff Hagopian '92
won most of the face-offs, while middys
Mark Lewis '93, Brian Oliver '93, and
Mike Taylor '92 helped give the Bantams
territorial superiority.
Wednesday's season opener
against Conn was a bit closer than the
Tufts game. The Camels entered the
game 0-3, with two of their losses against
nationally ranked teams. Conn was eager to get its first win and took an early 10 lead. However, a great pass from
Hagopian to a cutting Martin, and the
subsequent Martin goal ignited Trinity.
Jim Hazelton and Martin, again, scored
shortly afterwards to give Trinity a 3-1
lead and control of the game.
Middy Mike Robinson '94 helped
the Bants cruise to the 11-7 win with his
marksmanship in fnan-up situations.
Robinson notched his first two career
goals, his first with a penetrating first
step and the second finishing off crisp
Bantam passing. Jim and Tad Hazelton
each had two goals and Stempien a single
one to account for the Bants' eleven goals.
Trinity's offensive prowess against Tufts
and Conn was the result not only of its
skilled players, but also unselfish play,
including tremendous passing. As a
team, the Bantams already have fourteen
assists.
The Bantam defense also shone
against the Camels. Josh Newsome '95,
the fourth defender for Trinity, got many
quality minutes, and rivals Masi for the
hardest hitter on the team. Woods' great
passing netted him his third career assist, against Conn, and his fourth while
battling Tufts.
The Bantam laxmen look to add to
their 2-0 record on Tuesday at 3:00 when
they host 0-6 Springfield College. "We
hope to end three years of frustration
against Springfield, on Tuesday. If we
can improve our transition game we
should have a good chance," commented
Woods. Saturday^ the Bants travel to
M.I.T. for their first road game, which

they should win.
With good performances in these next
two contests, last
year's dissapointing
season will be a distant memory for
Trinity. The Bantams
are a powerful team,
with skill at every position, leadership,
and a winning attitude which will not
tolerate a sub-par
performance. They
should be a major
power in New England Lacrosse this
season.
Jim Hazelton looks to score against Connecticut College.

PETER ADAMS

Talk is cheap.
Get up to 30 minutes' of long-distance calling
Every month, for a full year—absolutely free.
VuTeuir of up to $370 will appear on eat-h billing statement For 12 months afier enrollment. 1370 Js equal in thy charge for a
domestic 30miriuie ninht/weeKeiui MCI Card Compatibility call ami appropriate surdi:iru,e. You hiust enroll hy DeLL-mber 31,1991

Finally, you really can get something
for nothing.
American Express' Student Privileges'
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Baseball Sweeps Nichols
continuedfrom page 24

Have you ever sat back and looked at the sports scene and become
totally disheartened? Just taken a look at happenings in sports and think
there's no hope for tomorrow. I'm in one of those moods right now.
There's the whole Mike Tyson incident. Not only has he been convicted
of rape, but then he draws more attention to himself by refusing to eat in
prison. And those morally sound higher-ups in boxing are already planning
for his first bout out of prison.
Then we move on to the New York Mets training camp where a woman
is accusing various Mets of various types of sexual assault. Not that the Met
players are guilty, but this whole incident draws more unneeded attention to
baseball.
Hockey players are striking, probably denying their fans of this year's
playoffs and maybe some of next season. I know that some of the players claim
are truly legitimate, but they're making enough money right now, especially
in a recession, that they could have picked a more opportune time,(as far as
fans are concerned), say, the beginning of next season, to strike.
And we can't forget about Michael Jordan. America's most wholesome
sports starn and endorsement machine has had many troubles lately. A book
detailing infighting in the Chicago camp, primarily because of Mike; a failure
to show up, with the rest of his teammates, to (lie White House to accept
congratulations from the President, causing more internal problems with the
Bulls; the whole deal about having his name and image removed from NBA
and US Olympic Committee licensed products because he has a contract with
Nike. And we can't forget about Jordan's now famous loan/gambling debt
given to a convicted felon. Way to go, Mike
But, every now and then, something will happen to make me love sports
again. Georgia Tech's james Forrest hitting a shot at the buzzer to beat USC
was simply marvelous. The Kentucky-Duke game, in spite of Laettner's
stepping theatrics, was incredible. And Laettner is a big-time player who is
exciting to watch.
The University of Texas-El Paso, and its coach, Clem Haskins, put in a
new offense the day before the game to defeat #1 seeded Kansas.
An unheralded player, Todd Leary, cotnes out of the deep trenches of
Bobby Knight's bench and drains three three-pointers to help Indiana almost
pull out a miracle comeback against Duke.
Just when I think I'm never going to want to see a sporting event again,
the NCAA tournament rolls around and I again realize why I love the sports
so much. Only another forty-nine weeks 'til March Madness rolls around
again.

would only walk one and hit two on the day.
The Bantam bats were led by junior Jeff Devanney's first career home run, and
by consecutive singles by Anthony Canata '93, Broderick, and finally an RBI single
by Tighe. That would be all the Bantams would need in their 2-0 victory.
Trinity has been playing well all season, losing a couple of games in Florida by
only one run. As the youngsters continue to mature and contribute, this talented
team will pose a serious threat throughout the season. At 6-5, look for the Bantams
to be bolstered by the return of co-captain Joe Brockmire '92, who is ready to return
from a supposed career ending knee injury. With Brockmire's bat and glove skills
returned to the squad, plus his leadership to take some of the load of Broderick, this
team could be returning to the ECAC's.
Trinity plays at home again on Tuesday, versus Coast Guard, and again on
Thursday at Clark.
•

women's lacrosse
continuedfrom page 24

output backed up by solid defense and
effective work between the pipes makes
the 92 Bantams a team without any
recognizable weaknesses. The Field
General, Margot Ring, sees this edition
of the Bantams as a team that relies on
theperfonnanceofalltheplayers./;'Our
team has talent that runs through the
entire bench. Most of the players who
do not start for us would be impact
players on many of the_ teams weplay."
Heather Burnside, Susan Rost,Lindsey
Davidson and Vanessa Genova, (who
is welcomed back to the team after a
year off due to injury), will continue to
be important assets to the team coming

Money, It's Gotta Be The Shorts!
One Writer Explains Why Michigan
WillBe This Year's National Champs
BYADAMCAHILL
Sports Writer
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off of the bench. Without having to
look towards single players to constantly carry the weight, true team
performance will make the Bantams a
tough opponent throughout the res t of
the season and into the playoffs,With strong senior leadership
and a host of younger talent, the 1992
women's Lacrosse team is on the verge
of being one of the best to play under
Coach Sheppard. Withoutany discernible weaknesses, Captain Ring is able
to look out over the field and ponder
the potential success at hand. "The
house is full and the time is now!" A
homegameagainsttheLyonsofMount
Holyoke on Tuesday at 4:30 will provide an excellent oppbrtunity for everyone at Trinity to come and support
the team.
. •

The national championship game
presents us with a matchup that is an
exciting one to talk about: the experience
of the defending national champions
against the fab five freshmen, today's
playej of the year against tomorrows, a
rematch of the December overtime Duke
victory, the Big 10 vs the ACC, and so.
These factors will not influence the outcome of the game, so I'll leave this sort of
analysis to Billy Packer and the rest of the
people at CBS. Michigan will win the
national champiosnhip, and it may not
be because they're a better team than
Duke. They'll win it all because of their
uniforms.
'
If the Final Four has proven anything, it is that a team with a loose, silky
uniform that drapes over the body is
going to beat a team with the more traditional poly-blend mesh look.
Indiana, whose uniforms are more
homely that those of the average high
school JV squad, was faced with the largesthandicap. Still, they played with
confidence and desire, and seemed as if
they were on their way to knocking off
the defending champs. They played as
well as they possibly could in uniforms
that were just a little too tight, and in
shorts that were a bit too short, but ultimately came away with the loss. One
could almost see the frustration and
crankiness come over the faces of the
Indiana players as they realized they
were playing in the most important game
of their lives, and their uniforms wouldn't
provide them with any breathing room.
Likewise, Cincinnati seemed to
outhustle and outplay Michigan throughout their semifinal game, only to watch
their victory slip aw ay from them. As the
game entered its final minute, and the
Bearcats needed one big basket, they
missed one attempt after another.
Cincinnati was unable to make the
critical baskets, the classic sign of a team
playing in a uniform that is not loose
enough. Michigan and Duke, in overcoming great challenges in ther first

round of the Final Four, made us believers of the age old basketball adage: great
teams wear great uniforms.
Duke and Michigan are so similar
that is is almost too difficult to make a
prediction as to the outcome of the championship game. Both teams sport handsome uniforms made out of that cool
shiny stuff. Both teams wear shorts that
are far too baggy, providing each player
with the confidence to soar like Jordan at
any given moment. Both teams even
have tasteful school colors. At first glance,
neither team has an obvious advantage,
which brings us to another great truth in
basketball: there is no T in the word
team.
Michigan will win the game because they play as a team. Each and
.every Wolverine has their shorts, which
are already cut to knicker length, pulled
down as far as they will possibly go.
With their Untucked shirts flowing over
their long-cut drawers, the Wolverines
glide up and down the court, always the
picture of comfort and style. The Blue
Devils cannot boast of the same continuif

y--.!:.'

Christian Laettner may be the college basketball MVP for the season, but
he's no team player. In the win over
Indiana, Laettner deserted his teammates
and pulled his shorts up almost past his
belly button. This type of dissension in
the ranks will tear a team aprt, especially
in a high pressure game.
The champioship game promises
to be a great one, full of pressure, and
close throughout. In a game of this nature, Michigan has to be considered the
favorite, simply because they have the
advantage of wearing the loosest and
most comfortable uniforms in all of college basketball. In a game which will be
talked about for at least most of Tuesday,
the Wolverines will dethrone the Blue
Devils, by a hemline.
, Ed. note: This was written before the
diampionsahip game was played Monday
night, so please excuse Mr. Cahill if it becomes apparent that he had no idea what he
was talking about. Thank you.

Box Scores

Statistics

Weekend Box Scores
Baseball:
Trinity 13, Nichols 3 (1st)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Nichols
0 0 0
3 0 0 0 3
Trinity
0 2 0 6 3 1 x 12
T- Al Carbone and Keith Rafaniello
Trinity 2, Nichols 0 (2nd)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 P
Nichols
0 0 . 0
0 0 0 0
0
Trinity
0 1 0 0 1 0 x 2
T- Jim Thomforde and Tim Rooney
Softball:
Trinity 4, Wheaton 1 (1st)
1 2
3 4 5 6 7
Trinity
0 0 1 3 0 0 0
Wheaton
0 0 0 1 0 0 x
T- Julie Roy and Lea Macaro
Wheaton 9, Trinity 2 (2nd)
1 2
3 4 5 6 7
Trinity
1 0
0 1 0 0 0
Wheaton
2 0 4 3 0 0 x
T- Patty Sarmuk and Tracey Turner

R

H E

R H E
0 0 2
2 7 0

R

H E

R H E
2 6 3
9 10 3

Women's Lacrosse:
Trinity 7, Tufts 4
1H
2H
Trinity
Tufts
G- Margot Ring (2), Lexi Rice (2), Grace Cragin, Robin
Leary, Whitney Cranis; S- Debbie Nichols, 17
Men's Lacrosse:
Trinity 17, Tufts 8
1Q

2Q

3Q

r

Tuesday 4/7:

Flayer
Coppola
Sullivan
Burke
Devanney
Owens
Tighe
P. Broderick
Rafaniello
Carbone
Canata

Yr
95
95
94
93
94
95
93
93 .
95
93

E
6
9
5
9
7
4
7
4
4
6

H
8
15
8
11
11
7
10
8
6
5

Pitchers
Carbone
Little
Thomforde
Nemerever
Owens

Yr
95
95
93
93
94

w

L
0
1
0
2
0

1
0
0
2
1

1992 Men's Lacrosse Statistics
Yr
Player
SK
92
14
Martin
Robinson
94
8
Hazelton
92
6
1
Stempian
93
92
0
Hagopian
92
0
Woods
Goalie
Rotenstreich

Yr
92

Ga
7

RBI
2
12
3
4
5
6
'5
4
4
4
K
4
6
4
24
7

BA
.533
.517
.348
.344
.324
.318
.278
.258
.200
.185
-ERA
1.29
2.25
2.25
3.25
3.86

(through 4/3) (1G
A
fits
1
4
.5
2
1
3
1
2
3
1
2
1
1
1
0
1
1
0

Svs
22

Svs%
.759

W-L
1-0

Athlete of the Week

4Q

Tufts
Trinity
G- Ryan Martin (5), Jim Hazelton (2), Tad hazelton (2), Rob
Stempien (2), Mark Lewis (2), Joe Porto (2), Mark Kastrud,
Karim Karmi; S- Jon Rotenstreich, 19

••

1992 Baseball Statistics (through 4/3) (4-5)

ports

Baseball
v C . Guard
3:00
M. Lacrosse
v Springfield 3:00
W. Lacrosse
— v Mt. Holyoke 4:30
Softball
v Conn. Coll 3:30
'i Wednesday 4/8: M. Tennis
vAmherst
8:00
! hursday 4/9: Baseball
at Clark
3:30
Softball
at A. Magnus 3:30
Golf—v Wesleyan 1:00
:riday4/10:
W. Lacrosse
— a t Colby
3:00
Saturday 4/11: W. Lacrosse
at Bates
2:00
M. Lacrosse—---— at MIT
11:00
M. Tennis
v Wheaton
1:00
Baseball (2 games)— at Wesleyan 12:00
Softball (2 games)- v Clark
12:00
Crew
vUMass
9:30
Track
—- at Wesleyan 12:00
Golf—at Yale
9:00

Jim Thomforde '93
The Athleie of the Week this week is baseball
pitcher Jim Thomforde '93. Thomforde, limited to
only four innings down in Florida due to injury,
made his first start up north a memorable one,
pitching a brilliant no-hitter for the Bants. Saturday
againstNichols, Thomforde started the second game
of Trinity's twin-bill and made easy work of his
foes. Facing only 25 batters in the game (four over
the minimum), Thomforde struck out fifteen. The
no-hitter was Thomforde's second here at Trinity.

College View Specials
Come to the View for Dinneri
Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best aie only $3 when you
order a meal between 6 p m and 8 p.m.
Monday Night - $3.50 pitchers of Milwaukee's Best
from 9 p m to dosing.
Sunday Night - Pitchers of Milwaukee's Best are
only $3.50 between 9 p.m. and closing.

1111 Rteher Night At The View

TRIPOD

SPORTS

SUCCESS WITHOUT HONOR IS AN UNSEASONED DISH; IT WILL SATISFY YOUR HUNGER, BUT IT WON'T TASTE GOOD.

Thomf orde Tosses No-No at Nichols
Ace Strikes Out Fifteen In Throwing Second No-HitterOf Career
BY MIKE GIARDI
Sports Writer

The Trinity College Baseball team
made a successful return to the north
with three impressive victories. Highlighting this week's games was the performance of junior pitcher Jim
Thomf orde. The lanky righthander
hurled his second career no-hitter to lead
the Bantams to a sweep of Nichols College. But more on that later.
Trinity was in the midst of a four
game losing streak with seemingly no
end in sight as they traveled to Danbury
to meet a powerful Western Connecticut
team that had buried the Bantams a year
ago by the score of 12-1. This young
Trinity squad showed no recollections of
that defeat, playing good, solid baseball
en route to a 6-4 victory. Junior hurler
Lloyd Nemerever pitched a fine game
for the Bantams, using pinpoint control
and excellent movement on his fastball
to keep the hosts at bay. Nemerever
struck out 10 and, after being a little
snakebitten down South, got the support
from his teammates both in the field and
at the plate.
The Bantams were led by sophomore Jeff Owens at the plate, as he took
advantage of the junior high-school field
to power one out of the park. Brian
Burke '94 drove in the game winner for
the Bantams, as he too continued his fine

£
First Baseman/Pitcher Al Carbone takes a cut at a Nichols pitch in
Saturday's doubleheader sweep. Carbone pitched the first game,
recording a 12-3 win, while Jim Thomforde no-hit Nichols in the
second, with Trinity winning 2-0.

play from the spring trip. Burke has
easily been the most improved Bantam,
as his average hovers near .400, and his
ability to make consistent contact has
boosted the Trinity offense. Freshman
Peter Tighe and junior Keith Rafaniello

have also looked strong at the plate, handling Western's pitching with ease, as
Rafaniello's three hits led the team and
Tighe chipped in with two.
OnSaturday,theBantamsreturned
home to face Nichols in a doubleheader.

BILL BERARDINO

Trinity had no problems
in the opener, hammering the visitors 12-3.
Freshman left hander Al
Carbone threw his second complete game of
this young season, striking out five. He was
aided by several Trinity
players with multiple hit
games, including captain Paul Broderick '93
and Tighe '95.
In the second
game, Jim Thomforde
'93 excelled, never even
letting the visitors gain
any hope at touching
him. With six scouts in
attendance, radar guns
and all, Thomforde was
outstanding, changing
speeds and challenging
hitters to hit fastballs that
topped out at 93 mph. In
addition to throwing the

no-hitter, Thomforde struck out 15
Nichols batters, allowing only a few balls
to travel out of the infield. Tiring at the
end, losing several feet off his fastball,
Thomforde was still able to put his pitches
in the right spots, baffling Nichols and
keeping them off the basepaths. He
please turn to page 22

Rice and Cragin Lead The Way

Women's Lacrosse Off To Flying Start
BY DAVE LILLEVAND
Sports Writer

After returning from an enjoyable
and effective "spring training" in Tampa
over spring break, the 1992 women's
Lacrosse team go t off to flying start. With
solid leadership from senior captain
Margot Ring and strong team play on all
corners of the field, this year's Bants look
ready for a very successful season.
The season actually began before
break, with an impressive 15-6 victory
over the University of Rochester. While
in Tampa, the Bants found time in between beach time and practice to battle
defending ECAC champ Middlebury.
The game was hard fought on both the
offensive and defensive ends, but the
Lady Bants fell on the short side of the
score, losing 10-11. The game, however,
could not be viewed upon solely as a
loss, as the Bants were able to prove to
themselves early in the season that they
could play with any team on the schedule..
The "regular" season began last
Tuesday with a home game againstSmith
College. With a solid defense anchored
by Kelsey Hubbard '93, Braxton Jones '94
and freshman Colleen Smith, Trinity was
able to avenge last years heartbreaking
one point loss with a 13-2 thumping of
the visitors from Northampton. The offense was led by the "Field General,"
Margot Ring, and the scoring tandem of
Grace Cragin '93 and Lexi Rice '93.
The Bants followed up this impressive display agaitist Smith with another home game against the Camelsof
Connecticut College on-Thursday. This

game proved tobe much more of a battle, Lindsey Davison '94, who added an im- standing victories over Smith and Conwith Trinity mounting an impressive portant goal late in the game. The de- necticut College, prove that the Freshcome back victory, 13-12. The junior fense stymied the Jumbo offense, only man talent displayed on the Varsity is
phenoms, Cragin and Rice, led all scor- allowing 23 shots on goal. This win has to backed up with a wealth of players on
ers, notching up six and five goals re- be looked as especially impressive, as the theJVs.
spectively, while freshman Sarah Bants were able to hold a tough oppoAt this point in the Season, Coach
Menoyo held her own in the Trinity at- nent without playing up to their full Robin Sheppard must be excited with
tack. Freshman Robin Leary and sopho- potential.
the teams outlook. Consistent offensive
more Whitney Cranis finished off the
The Junior Varsity is also having a
please turn to page 22
scoring with one goal each. Rookie strong start to their season. Two outg o a 1 t e n d er
Deborah Nicolls
'95, continued to
show poise in the
net despite her
lack of experience. Ali Freedman '94 and Jill
Griffin '93 bolstered the formidable T-Bantdefense, continually frustrating
the Camel's attack.
On Saturday, the Bants
headed
to
Medford, Mass,
to take on archrival Tufts in
what proved to
be a sloppy, yet
well deserved 76 victory. The
offense was led
by
Captain
SUZANNE FALLEHDER
Margot Ring and Lexi Rice looks for the goal in Trinity's game last Thursday. Trinity pulled
Lexi Rice, who out a squeaker against the Camels, 13-12. Rice scored five goals for the
each tallied up a Bantams, who have started the season with four wins in five games, losing
pair of goals, and only to the defending ECAC champions Middlebury 11-10.

